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April 24, 2003

Mr. Chris Hoff
Director, Planning Staff
Office of Planning, Analysis, and Accounltat ility (A-2'723)
Office of the Chief Financial Officer
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
1200 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW.
Washington, DC 20460-0001

RE: 2003 Strategic Plan - March ', 2003 Draft

Dear Mr. Hoff:-

The Alliance of Automobile Manufacturers (Alliance) is a coalition of ten car and light-
duty track manufacturers. Alliance member companies have approximately 620,000
employees in the United States, with more t an 250 facilities in 35states. Ourimembers
represent more than 90 percent of U.S. vehic e sales.

The following comments are in response to. EPA's solicitation of comments on the 2003
Strategic Plan (March 5, 2003 draft). These -omments supplement those submitted by
the National Association of Manufacturers.

We are writing to call your attention to an or anizational change from the prior draft of
this document. In developing the current draft, EPA moved the discussion of
atmospheric change from a separate sectionc f the Strategic Plan into the section covering
"Goal 1: Clean Air." We believe that this organizational change is not appropriate and
only serves to promote greater confusion among the public about the nature of
Greenhouse Gas (GHG) emissions. We recomirend that the discussion of atmospheric
change be separated from the discussion of a pollution and restored to a separate section
of the Strategic Plan.

The discussion of Goal 1 begins with an over; rtching statement of the goal: "Protect and
improve the air so it is healthy to breathe and free of levels of pollutants that harm
human health or the environment." (Emphasis added.) The first paragraph of this section
notes that "air pollution can be transported eat distances and across international
boundaries." (Emphasis added,)
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As you know, the concern over GH~s is not that they cause "air pollution' by
concentrating in localized areas and contribatinig to health effects or environmental
damage. As a result, establishing an "ambient air quality standard" for greenhouse gases
would be meaningless. Unlike most 'air pollutants," ORG emissions are largely a
function of energy usage, and the primary mechanism for reducing GHG emissions is to
reduce energy usage.

There is already considerable confusion am ng the general public and the media about
the nature and effects of greenhouse gases. Media sources often intermingle a discussion
of greenhouse gases into stories about air p Ilution, or vice versa, in a way that
demonstrates a fundamental misunderstanding of the differing nature of these issues. It
does a disservice for EPA to reinforce this confusion by blurring the distinction between
these issues in its Strategic Plan.

The introductory discussion of Goal I alsd sates that EPA "will use regulatory, market-
based, and voluntary programs to protect human health, global environments, and
ecosystems from the harmful effects of ozone depletion and climate change.."By
grouping ozone depletion and climate change in this way, the Strategic Plan implies that
EPA has regulatory authority to address both issues. This, of course, is incorrect.

President Bush has stated publicly that he dc es not believe that one CR0, carbon dioxide,
is a Clean Air Act "pollutant." The President's position with respect to EPA's Clean Air
Act authority is well-grounded in the law. 7he issue of EPA's authority to regutlate
GH~s under the Clean Air Act was discussed in our May 2001 response to a 1999
"Petition to Control Greenhouse Gas Emissi ns from New Motor Vehicles." At that
time, the Alliance contacted Professor Amnold W. Reitze, Jr., a well-known legal scholar
and the J.B. and Maurice C. Shapiro Professr of Environmental Law at the George
Washington University Law School, and asked him to review the petition. Professor
Reitze is the author of four books on environmental law, including a treatise on "Air
Pollution Law," published in 1995, as well as author or co-author of over forty research
studies and articles on environmental law, I addition, he is the faculty editor of The
Environmental Lawyer, a joint George Washington University Law School and American
Bar Association law review. We asked Proft ssor Reitze to examine the issues in depth.
His analysis is attached.

Professor Reitze concluded, among other thmi gs, that 1) EPA has never determined that
GH~s are "air pollutants" as that term is def i ed under the Clean Air Act; 2) the Clean
Air Act and the legislative history indicate th it the term "air pollutants" was never
intended to encompass GHGs; and 3) that EP does not have regulatory authority to
control 0110 emissions.

I Correspondence from President George W. Bush to Hon. Chuck Bagel, Match 13, 2001,
httn//ww~whlehoueaovnewsreleses/00 103/2 103 14.hitmtl. Administrator Whitman is alsoreported to have made a similar statement. See "Lawsuit Filed to Force EPA to R~egulate Greenhouse

Gases from Mobile Sources," BNA Daily Enviromnmeni Reporter, December 6, 2002.
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In order to clariIfyEPA's position and avoi fuirther confusion, we suggest that Objective
1.3 be placed -- once again -- under a sepa ate goal that does not imply a finding that
GHGs are Clean Air Act "air pollutants" oj that EPA has regulatory authority in this area.

We appreciate the opportunity to provide i put and hope you find our comments helpfil
as you work to complete the Strategic Plan

Sincerely,

Gregory J. Dana
Vice President
Environmental Affairs

Enclosure

cc: Jeff Holmstead
Assistant Administrator for Air & Radiation, EPA

Hon. James L. Connaughton
Chairman, CEQ
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RESPONSE TO 1999 PETITION TO EPA TO
CONTROL GREENHOUSE GAS EMISSIONS

FROM NEW MOTOR VEHICLES

By. Professor Arnold W. Reitze, Jr.
The George Washington University La -School
Washington, D.C.

Professor Arnold W. Reitze, Jr. is the J.B. and MuieC. Shapiro Professor of Environmental Law at The
George Washington University Law School. He lsdirected the environmental law program since 1970.
Professor Reitze has been a consultant on env onmental law to government, industry and nonprofit
organizations for more than thiry- five years. He is the author of five books on environmental law including
the treatises "Air Pollution Law" and 'The Law 0 Air Pollution Compliance and Enforcement." Professor
Reitze has authored or coauthored more than fifty -search studies and legal articles and is the faculty editor
of The Environmental Lawyer, a joint George Aashington University Law School and American Bar
Association law review.
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I. Introduction

Since the late 1 970s the United States been involved in efforts to control emissions of
greenhouse gases (GHGs). Ths has led to vario isinternational agreements and domestic laws at the
national level to reduce GIHG3s. Nevertheless, to program in the United States has been created that
imposes binding requirements or enforceable madates to reduce Gil~s. While the federal government in
general, and the Environmental Protection Agenq (EPA) in specific, are not directly regulating GHGs, the
issue has been raised as to whether the EPA has he authority to regulate GH~s.

On April 10,1998, the General CounselI EPAJonathan Z. Cannonprovided amemorandum to
the EPA's Administrator concerning the Agency's authority to regulate four substances, including carbon
dioxide (C0 2), emitted from electric power p1ants. He asserted that CO2 "falls within" the "broad"
definition of "air pollutant" found in the Clean ATAct's (CAA's) section 302(g), but he did not make a
determination for EPA that CO2 is an air pollutat The regulation of an air pollutant under the various
programs in the CAA, includingimobile source rnssion controls, is linked to a subsequent determination by
the Administrator that the air pollutant has actual opotential harmftil effects on public health, welfare, or the
environment. Mr. Cannon concluded that "while C02 emissions are within the scope of the EPA's authority
to regulate, the Administrator has made no detr dnton to date to exercise that authority under the specific
criteria"' for regulation under one or more provisi ns of the CAAN1

On October 6, 1999, the EPA's then eneral Counsel, Gary S. Guzy, in testimony before
Congress, stated that EPA actions to regulate C under the CAA, or otherdomestic lawwould not bean
effort to implement the Kyoto Protocol?. He em raced the earlier position of Mr. Cannon that CO2 'ttalls
within" the definition of air pollutant under the Ci A but before it can be regulated a finding is required by
the Administrator that the pollutant meets the prer quisites imposed by the CAN. He noted that regulation
asa criteria pollutant could be based on impacts orwelfare resulting from a pollutant in the ambient air that
comes from numerous or diverse mobile (emp ais added) or stationary sources. He added that since
1970 an effect on climate is a factor to be consid rdin detenrminng whether welfare is endangered. Mr.
Guzy went on to say that Congress' decision in 1 990 not to adopt additional provisions to regulate GHGs
did not limit the EPA's pre-existing power to reguate any air pollutant that meets the statutory criteria for
regulation. He ended by reiterating one of the ce itra] conclusions of Mr. Cannon's memorandum, which
was that the "EPA has not made any of the Act's threshold findings that would lead to regulation of CO2
emissions from ... any source." But, he went on t: say that "CO2 is in the class of compounds that could be
subject to several of the Clean Air Act's regulate ry approaches." Mr. Guzy's position was reiterated on
December 1, 1999, in a letter to Congressman c\eintoish, where he stated the EPA could regulate CO2
under the CAA. He also stated that the language in sections 103(g) and 602(e), where carbon dioxide is

U. S. Envtl. Protection Agency, EPA Authority to Regulate Pollutants Emitted by Electric Power Generation
Sources, Memo from Jonathan Z. Cannon, General Cou sel(Apr- 10, 1998).

2 Testimony of Gary S. Goy, General Counsel, U.I. Envtl. Protection Agency, before ajointhbearing of the
Subcommittee on National Economic Growth, Natural Resources and Regulatory Affairs of the Connittee on
Government Reform and the Subeonunittee on Energy a d Environment of the Committee on Science, U.S. House of
Representatives, October 6,1999 at http://www.epa.go /ocirpagevbearings/testimony/100699gg.htm.



mentioned, "does not limit in any way the regulat ry authority provided by other provisions of the Clean Air.
Act.",3 The EPA's position in 1999, according t Messers. Cannon and Guzy, was that CO2 UI~Swithin the
definition of an "air pollutant"' and, therefore, m y be regulated under the CAA if the Agency makes the
necessary additional findings. To date, EPA has lot made such findings: indeed, the statements of Cannon
and Guzy may no longer reflect the position of P A.

On October 20, 1999, twenty petition -rs filed a "PETITION FOR RULE MAKIUNG AND
COLLATERAL RELIEF SEEKING THE GUAINOF GREENHOUSE GAS EMISSIONS
FROM NEW MOTOR VEHIUCLES UiNDER SECTION 202 OF THE CLEAN AIR ACT." The
petitioners are led by the International Ceiter for Technology Assessment and are joined by
environmentalists and "soft-energy' profit and ion-profit organizations. The petitioners' text runs about
twenty-four pages, but the legal arguments con rieonly a few pages. There is not much analysis in the
petition, but it does claim that the Cannon Memri rdumn of April 10, 1998, which is discussed above, is "a
legal determination that CO2 meets the dfnto[of air pollutant] contained in § 302(g)." Again citing the
Cannon Memorandum, it also claims that "Cong ss explicitly recognized CO2 emissions as an air pollutant
under § 103(g) of the Clean Air Act."A The cnxof the petitioners' argument is that GHG-s are pollutants
under CAA section 3 02(g) that endanger public health or welfare and, therefore, must be regulate4 under
section 202(a)(1). The remainder of the Petition dals with the alleged hairm caused by GHIGs in an effort to
show that the requirements of section 202(a)(1) yae been met so that a finding of endangerment to public
health or welfare should be made by the EPA.

The position advanced by the bIte onlCenter For Technology Advancement does not
withstand scmutiny, as it depends on an inappropr tely narrow reading of the CAA. Their position is easily
refuted by using a holistic evaluation of the enti governmental effort aimed at dealing with GHGs. The
wider the scope of analysis, the weaker the nguments of the petitioners become. Part II of this
memorandum will discuss the applicability of C kAsubchapter II to the regulation of GHGs. Part Ill will
evaluate the applicability of the CAA's subcha teI and VI, as well as other relevant statutes, to address
the issue of whether GHGs forom mobile source can be regulated under these CAA subehapters. Part IV
will address whether the EPA has a mandatory duty to regulate GHGs. Part V concludes that the EPA has
no legal authority to regulate GHGs, and even if it has' such authority there are compelling reasons forthe
Agency not to regulate GH~s. An appendix evaluates the international efforts to date.

Letter from Gary S. Guzy to Congressman David Iv. McIntosh, Chainnan, Subeonnittee on National Economic
Growth, Natural Resources and Regulatory Affairs, Co miittee on Government Reformi, U.S House of
Representatives (Dec. 1, 1999).

4Petition at 1 1. CAA § I1O3(g) provides the EPA wi h authority to research and develop nonregulatory strategies
to prevent pollution. Carbon dioxide from stationary !ources is a substance listed for this effort.
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it. Subchapter II of the CAA Does Not Authorize EPA to Regulate GHGs from Mobile
Sources

A. EPA Has Made No Dete miation That CO2 or Any Other GHGs are Air
Pollutants.

The CAA gives the EPA the authority to i gulate a substance ifit is (1) an air pollutant and (2) a

danger to public health orwelluire or the environmn rtunder one of the statute's regulatory provisions.5 'Th~is,
the starting point for an analysis is the CAA's de diton of "air pollutant' found in section 302(g) .6 The

statute says "[tlhe term 'air pollutant' means any aipollution agent or combination of such agents, including
any physical, chemical, biological, radioactive.... -sbstance or matter which is emitted into or otherwise
enters the ambient air. Such term includes any preursors to the formation of any air pollutant..." The EPA
has indicated that this definition includes some GHGs. Mr. Cannon, in his opinion discussed in the

introduction to this memorandum, gave his Mew ht a substance can be an air pollutant even if it has no

harmful effect on public health, welfare or the inat environment He added that a substance can be an air

pollutant even if it is naturally present in the ant ient air. "For example, SO2 is emitted from geothermal
sources; volatile organic compounds (precursors t:ozone) are emitted by vegetation, and particulate matter
and NO,, are formed from natural sources throuh natural processes, such as naturally occurring forest

fires.",7 If CO2 is a pollutant under the CAA, then cther GHGs presumably also would be pollutants. They

also enter, or have the potential to enter, the abient air, which is defined as "that portion of the
atmosphere, external to buildings, to which the g neral public has access." 8

The 1970 legislation amended section 32of the 1967 version of the CAA to, among other
things, add a new subsection (g), substituting the w :rds, "air pollutant" for "substance" without definring that

term. The definition of that term was first added a;part of the 1977 amendments to the CAA to mean "any
air pollution agent or combination of such agents, including any physical, chemical, biological, radioactive
(including source material, special nuclear mnateri l, and byproduct material) substance or matter which is

emitted into or otherwise enters the amrbient air." That definition was amended again in 1990 to add the

second sentence of the definition as we know it to ythat adds precursors to the definition of air pollutants.

The Petitioners, citing a footnote about urlated sections 165 and 169 of the CAA in Alabama
Power Co. v. Castle, 9 say that the courts have "int rpreted" section 3 02(g) "in an extremely broad manner"

42 US.C. §§ 7401-7671g.

6 42 U.S.C. § 7602(g).

U.S. Envtl. Protection Agency, EPA's Authority to Regulate Pollutants Emitted by Electric Power Generation

Sources, Memo from Jonathan Z. Cannon, General Counsel (Apr. 10, 1998). This was reiterated on October 6, 1999 in

testimony of the EPA's General Counsel Gary S. Guzy, )efore ajoint hearing of the Subcommittee on National

Economic Growth, Natural Resources and Regulatory Afairs of the Committee on Government Reform and the

Subcommittee on Energy and the Environment of the C mmittee on Science, U.S. House of Representatives, Oct. 6,

1999 at http://ww.epa.gov/ocipage/testinony/lO0 6 99 1 g~htm. His position was repeated in Correspondence from

Gary S. Guzy to Rep. McIntosh, Chairman, Subcommi tee on National Economic Growth, Natural Resources and

Regulatory Affairs of the Committeecon Government R ormn, U.S. House of Representatives, Dec. 1, 1999.

40 CEFR. § 50. 1(e)

636 F.2d 323, 353 (D.C. Cir. 1919).
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and contend that the greenhouse gas emissions i niedby thern for regulation meet this "broad statutory
definition) Clearly, the definition is broad, but i: is also ambiguous.

The threshold consideration for regulat g is whether GHiGs generally and C0 2 in particular are
air pollutants. The CAA applies only if thesustance is an"air pollution agent or combination of such
agents." The CAA's section 302(g) does not learly define the terms "air pollution" or "air pollution
agents," bin merely gives some examples of what substances or matters might qualify. The threshold is not
self- executing. Therefore, whether or not a patic uar substance falls within the terms of the definition must
be detemined through an administrative process Presumably tat wouldhappenina publicprocess that at
least gives notice and explains the basis forthe deriaton.

More recently, the new Administration in a March 13, 2001 letter by President Bush to several
Senators, stated that the C02 "is not a 'pollutantfunider the Clean Air Act."10 His statement recognizes that
CO2 has never been comm~only understood tobe an"air pollutant" because it does not create air quality
problems.

The Petitioners assert that not only hsthere been a legal determination that C02 meets the
definition, but that CR "should be considere an 'air pollutant'," and that HFCs are a "powerfuli
greenhouse gas" tiatmeet the definition.- Thep -tition is silent concerning N20. As to the so-called "legal
determiination," the Petitioners refer to EPA's former General Counsel's April 10, 1998 memorandum to
the Administrator11 Howeverthat memorandu was not adetemination bythe Administrator that C&is
an air pollutant. Mr. Cannon merely opined to the Administrator that C02 "falls within" the "broad
definition" of section 302(g) of the CAA and terefore "Ca2 emissions are within the scope of the EPA's
authority to regulate." It was merely an opinior offered to the Administrator. It did not undergo a public
process and to our knowledge the Administ tor has not delegated the authority to make such a
determination to the General Counsel. As to C , N20 and HFCs, there is nothing even resembling a
determination by the EPA that they are "air pol ution agents" for purposes of the definition.

At the time Congress enacted subchaptr VI covering stratospheric ozone depleting substances,
Congress also listed several of the subchapter ~ 1substances as "air pollutants" subject to section 11 2 of
the CAA. One, for example, is carbon tetrachloride. Congress also gave the EPA authority to list under
section 1 12, in the Administrator's discretion oi pursuant to petitions, other substances, but only by rutle in
accordance with that section, which includes cril ria for listing. However, the EPA did not designate CH 4 ,

N 2 0, or HFCs as air pollutants for purposes (f section 112 or any other section of the CAA.

Nevertheless, in the process of develo ing the 1990 CAA Amendments, Congress considered
regulating CO2 emissions, as well as other GH s, and then rejected the proposed legislation. The original
Senate bill, S. 1630, had no GHG provisio except a motor vehicle tailpipe standard limiting CO2

"The White House, Office of the Press Secretary, Text of a letter fromi the Presidernt to Senators Hagel, Helms,

Craig, and Roberts (Mar. 13, 200 1).
"See supra note I
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emissions."2 When S. 1630 emerged from con tee it contained a Title VII entitled the "Stratospheric

ozone and Climate Protection Act." The bill in ludes language that stratospheric ozone depletion and

global climate change were occurring due to emisE ions of CFCs, HCFCs, methane and carbon dioxide that

imperil human health and the environment and, iferefore, should be controlled.13 Title VII of the bill was

based on another bill, S. 491, entitled the Stratosp ieric Ozone and Climate Protection Act of 1989, which

bad been introduced by Senators Chafee and Ba ~lCS 4 S. 491 was based on a similar bill, S. 571, that

had been introduced by Senator Chafee in the pvosCongress.15 The legtisationminluded as anational

goal the reduction, to the maximum extent possib] ., of gases produced by human activities that were likely

to affect adversely the global climate, and it provic at for an orderly shift to alternative technologies.' 6 This

bill would have allowed the Administration to reg ate manufactured substances that contributed to climate

modificatiort.1 7

As noted, the Senate Committee on Env rmnental and Public Works, in reporting S.l163Oto the

full Senate, included a Title VII. It added a proposed new section to subchapter II of the CAA, which

would have specifically required the EPA to s t standards for CO2 emissions fionm light duty vehicles

beginning in model year l996.'a hincommentingon that provision, the late Senator John Chafee said- 'The

billrequire~sthat emissions of carbon dioxide fro icars be reguilated under the Clean Air Act."19 However,

this provision was rejected by the fulfl Senate, wh chi adopted a substitute amendment No. 1293 forthe bill

reported by the committee that then passed the ente without this provision.20

The final version of the 1990 CAA Am ndments also amended section 103(g)(l) of the CAA to

insert the words "carbon dioxide" as an added ubstance to be considered as part of the EPA's "bai

engineering research and technology program to develop, evaluate and demonstrate noni-regulatory

srategies and technologies for air pollution preyention." As in all other enactments beginnng in thel1970s,

Congress again chose the non-regulatory apohto climate change and greenhouse gases. By way of

emphasis, the words "nonl-regulatory" appear se eral times in section 103 and in a sentence that expressly

prohibits reliance on the section for regulatory purposes.

In the House of Representatives, in 19~ 9, Congressmen Dmngell and Lent introduced H.R. 3030,

which was destined to be the primary source of te 1990 CAA Amendments.21 The bill as introduced had

12 S. 1630. § 206 (1990).

13 S. 1630, § 501 (1990).
14 S. Rep. No. 228, 101st. Cong., 1st. Sess. (1989 , at 385.
'5 Id.
16 Id. at § 502(a).

17 EPA has defined "manufacture" under the T xic Substance Control Act, 40 C.F.R. § 720.3(r)(2) to include

by-products or substances produced "coincidentally" with the manufacture of the primary substance. Arguably the

right to control manufactured substances would have included the right to regulate associated CO, emissions.

National Mining Association memo of Oct. 12, 1998, a 36, lbn. 88.

" See S. Rep. No. 228, IOI'~. Cong., 1'. Sess., at 98-100, 644 (Dec. 20, 1989).

19 A Legislative History of CAA Amefldmenlts )f 1990, at Vol. IV, 484( Sen. Print 103-38).

20 Id. at Vol. VJ, 7339.
2 1 H.R. 3030, 101st Cong., 1st Sess., 135 Cong. Rec. 16563 (1989).
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no provisions concerning either stratosphenic omne depletion or global warming?" Subsequently, a

stratospheric ozone title was introduced on the Hous floor as an amendment by Representative Dingell. 23

The Dingell amendment, which was closer to the 1990 CAA Amendments than the Senate version, was

limited to stratospheric ozone depletion and did no t deal with global warming or carbon dioxide. It did not

include greenhouse gases among the substances tobe regulated. 4 In the process of enacting Title VI of the

1990 CAA Amendments, dealing with stratospf eric ozone, language was incorporated from both the

House and Senate versions .25 But, all reference to GHGs, including CQ2, were removed except for a

reference in section 602(e). This section says, 'the Admninistrator shall publish the global warming potential

of each listed [ozone depleting] substance. The p ceding sentence shall not be construed to be the basis of

any additional regulation under this chapter."26 ride vi ofthe 1990 CAA Amendments, thus, did not

include any provision to regulate GHGs.

This is strong evidence the Congress did otintend to regulate GHGs when it considered ozone -

depleting substances and GH~s in the same setons of the pending legislation. A basic rule of statutory

construction is that silence by Congress after cnsidering a proposal cannot be the basis for claiming

Congressional authorization?.7 "The Court of Apeals, will not presume a delegation of power based

solely on the fact that there is not an express withb lding of such power."28.".In the noninal case Congress is

assumed to be conscious of what it has done, es ecially when it chooses between two available terms that

might have been included in the provision in 2u

B. Nothing hin the Legislative Istory of the CAA Indicates that Congress Was

Concerned About Global Wa Mig.

The legislative history of the 1990 CAA ,Aendments demonstrates that GH~s are not pollutants

for the purposes of subchapter II, but even if th ywere pollutants, section 202(a)(1) requirements also

must be met before the EPA may regulate then Is section grants the Administrator the power to regulate

"1any class or classes of new motor vehicles or ne, motor vehicle engines, which in his judgment cause, or

contribute to, air pollution which may reasonable be anticipated to endanger health or welfare."30

Welfare is defined in CAA section 302 1).31

All language refenring to effects )n welfare includes, but is not limited to, effects on sodls,

22 Hv. Rep. No. 101490, 101st. Cong., 2d Sess., P rs 1-2 (1990).
23 136 Cong. Rec. 11,964 (1990).

24 136 Cong. Rec. 11,965 (1990).

25 H.R. ConE Rep. No. 952, 101st Cong., 2d Sess. 335 (1990).

26 CAA § 602(e), 42 U.S.C. 7671a(e).

27 INS v. Cardozo-Fonsece, 480 U.S. 421, 442-43 (1987).

28 Am. Petroleum Inst. v. EPA, 52 F.3d 11 13, 11 18 (D.C. Cir. 1995) citing Ethyl Corp. v. EPA, 51 F.3d 1053, 1060

(D.C. Cir. 1995). See also Nat'l Mining Ass'n v. Dep'tcf the Interior, 105 F.3d 691, 695 (D.C. Cit 1997).
29 Am. Petroleum Inst. v. EPA, 198 F.3d 275 (D.C. Cir. 1999). See also Gen. Motors Corp. v. U.S., 496 U.S. 530,

538-39 (1990); Russello v. United States, 464 U.S. 16,2' (1983).
"0 42 U.S.C. § 7521(a)(1).

3 ' 42 U.S.C. § 7602(h).
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water, crops, vegetation, manimad materials, animals, wildlife, weather, visibility, and

climate, damage to and deteriori nof property, and hazards to transportation, as well as

effects on economic values and o personal comfort and well-being, whether caused by

transformation, conversion, or cobatn with other air pollutants.I

When dealing with EPA's power to regl LeGHGs because of their effect on welfare, the Cannon

memo focused on the word "climate." The term cint did not appear in the definition of welfare in the Air

Quality Act of16.2Tedfinito of"fects oi iWelfare" found in CAA section 3020i) 33waadeb

the CAA Amnendmnents of 1970, 14 except for te last clause, "whether caused by transformation,

conversion, or combination with other air plu t.1"3 This last clause was added by section 109 of the

1990 CAA Amendments.36 A review of the legilaie history of the 19'70CAA Amendmfenlts eveals no

Congressional concern or discussion concerning gobal wanning. 37 Within the Executive Branch, only the

possibility of global warming was the subject of' dcussion at the time.38 A few years later there still seenrd

to be no concern for global warming issues. for example, a Senate report on automobile emission

standards published in October 1973 bad no di cussion of global warming issues.39 Thus, it is fair to

32 The Air Quality Act of 1967, Pub. L. No. 90-14 ,81 Stat. 485, provided in section 302(g) "All language

referring to adverse effects on welfare shall include but not be limited to injury to agricultural crops and livestock

damage to and the deterioration of property and hazards to transportation." Climate was listed along with

meteorology and topography as parameters totbe cons dered in establishing atmospheric areas pursuant to CAA §

107. See Conference Report to accompany S. 780, 90th ~ong., 1st Sess., Rep. No. 916, 7 (Nov. 13, 1967).

33 42 U-SC. § 7602Qh).

34 The language appears in the senate bill S. 4358 in section 1 10(b) dealing with national air quality goals which

were to protect the public health and welfare from "ad erse effects on soils, water, vegetation, manmade materials,

animals, wildlife, weather, visibility, and climate, as we] I as effects on economic values." See A Legislative History of

the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1970, 93d. Cong., 2d Sess., Vol. l, at 543 (January 1974) [Serial No. 93-1S]. The

Report of the Committee on Public Works, National Ai Quality Standards Act of 1970, 91 st Cong., 2d Sess., at 11I

(Sept 17, 1970) [Report No. 91-11961, has no explanati n beyond repeating the statutory language. See Legislative

History, id., at 4 1 1 . After the bill was sent to the confe ence committee and ultimnately enacted the language quoted in

the text was added in section 15(a)(1) of the reported bill as changes to CAA section 302. Conference Report, Clean

Air Amendments of 1970, 91st Cong., 2d Sess., (1970) eprNo. 91-1783]. See Legislative History, id.. at 187. This

was the way it was enacted in Pub. L. No. 61-604. See Legislative History, id. at 101.

35 42 U.S.C. § 185Th (19711).

36 Pub. L, No. 101-549, § 109 (1990).

37 A Legislative History of the Clean Air Amenc ents of 1970, supra note 34.

38 THE FIRST ANNuAL REPORT OFHE CouNcil.ON ENV(RONMENTAL QUALITY, EvIRONMENTAL QUALITY 95 (Aug.

1970) reported that carbon dioxide emissions may inci ease the earth's surface temperature. But it concluded that

"1[alny attempt to extrapolate the future effect of carbo dioxide on climate must be uncertain because the function of

carbon dioxide that will enter the ocean is unknown.", Id. at 96. The report continued with a discussion of particulate

pollution which may "accelerate temp erature drops - and thus help compensate for any carbon dioxide-generated

temperature nise. Id. at 97. The report continues o, discuss a recent cooling trend and mentions the possibility

of air pollution brmnging areturn of anice age. Id. at 9

In 1970 a study required by CAA section 21 1(a) of the Air Quality Act of 1967 concerning the need for

national emission standards for stationary standards was prepared for Congress by the Secretary of Health,

Education and Welfare. Senate Documents, 91st. Corg., 2d Sess. Vol. 1-1, Miscellaneous. Senate Document No. 91-

63, March 1970. The thrust of the report was "that mn may be changing his environment." Id. at 74. But there is no

specific mention of global warming or the effects of 0HOs.

39 The Impact of Auto Emission Standards, Report of the Staff of the Subcommittee on Air and Water Pollution

to the Committee on Public Works, United States Sen te, 93d. Cong., 1". Sess. (Oct. 1973) [Serial No. 93-Ill1.
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conclude that when Congress added climate to the ist of welfare effects in 1970, it was not concerned with

(3HGs, global warming, or climate change.

Section 202(a)(1) alternatively allows an arpollutant to be regulated "which may reasonably be

anticipated to endanger public health.Y The term 'Public health" is not defined in the statute. However,

section 202(1) allows mobile source- related air tics to be controlled to protect public health.40 Section

202(I)(1) calls for a study of toxic air pollutants tobe completed by May 15, 1992 for unregulated air

pollutants associated with motor vehicles and motr vehicle fuiels. 4' Section 202Q)(2) then provides for

EPA to promulgate standards which "reflect the Erast degree of emission reduction achievable through

the application of technology which will be avi ble, taking into consideration the standards established

under subsection (a) of this section, the availabi tY and costs Of the technology, and noise, energy, and

safety factors, and lead time."'42 This statutory p -ocedure appears to be the appropriate way to deal with

any public health threat. The EPA published a list n1998 of hazardous air pollutants emitted from onl-road

vehicles, and the list contained no GHGS; on N ch 29, 200 1, EPA identified twenty- one hazardous air

pollutants emitted by motor vehicles that will be eauated by mid- 2004 for potential additional controls, but

the List Contains no GHGS.4 The Agency has keloped an integrated urban air toxics strategy that

addresses health risks from both stationary and mobile sources." On September 14, 1998 the Agency

released its draft Integrated Urban Air Toxics Si rtegy, and formally promulgated it on July 19, 1999.'45

This program is ongoing and capable of dealing ' th any public health problem created by mobile sources

that Congress intended to have addressed.

C. Substanc es Must Al so Meet b e Other Prerequisites of C AA Section 202 Before

They Can Be Regulated by FPA.

New motor vehicles have been subject to federal exhaust emission standards for hydrocarbons

(HTC and carbons mono xide (CO) since Model Year (MY) 1968 and for nitrogen oxides (NOx) Sinc MY

1973 46 The 1970 CAA Amendments created te essentials of the program in use today. Th e Major

thrust of the 1970 program was to reduce the e nus eissions of HTC, CO and NO, through a program

provided in section 202(b) .48 That programt, a ed at the control of the specified pollutants, continues

today in section 202 with motor vehicles (refere to in the Act as "'light-duty trucks" and "light-duty

vehicles") subject to emission standards specifiei in section 202(g) and (h) .41 During the Period finm 1970

4042 U.S.C. §7521Q).
4 42 U.S.C. § 7521(l)(1).

42 42 U.S.C. § 7521Q)(2).

43 66 Fed. Reg. 17,230 (Mar. 29, 2001); US DIVTL PROTECTION AGENCY, NATtONAL AIR QuALTTY AND EMtISSIONS

TRENDS REPORT, 1997,74, (Dec. 1998) [454/R-98-016].
" id. at 80.

45 Draft Integrated Urban Toxics Strategy To C wiply With Section I112(d), It12(c)(3) and Section 2O2(l) of the

Clean Air Act; Notice, 63 Fed. Reg. 49,239 (Sept. 14, 998); National Air Toxics Program: The Integrated Urban

Strategy; Notice, 64 ed. Reg. 38,705 (July 19, 1999).

46 FRA.NK GRAD et al., THE AuTOMOBILE AND TH REGULTAITON OF ITS IMPACT ON THE ENvIRONMNENT 119 (1975),

47 Pub. L. No. 91-604 (1970).

48 Id. at § 202(b).
49 42 U.S.C. § 7521(g) & (h).



to 1990, the exhaust standards became more string ent. in addition to changes in the numerical values that

mandated reduced emissions, other aspects of the program were subject to modification, butthe program

did not change in any fundamental way for tweny years.

Heavy-duty vehicles are subject to section 202(a)(3)(A) which regulates emissions of

hydrocarbons, carbon monoxide, oxides of nitrog ii, and particulate matter." The standards applicable to

heavy-duty trucks may be revised by the Admii strator, but revisions are limited to changes to standards

promiulgated under the CAA prior tothe CAA rendmnents ofl1990.'1 SinceUH~s, including C0 2,Weze

not regulated prior to 1990, the language of secti Dn 202 would preclude their regulation from heavy-duty

vehicles. Other sections of the CAA also demontrate that if Congress wants to add or subtractregulated

pollutants it specifically provides appropriate auf kority to the Administrator. 52

Traditional air pollutants from heavy di ty vehicles, pursuant to CAA section 202, are to be

regulated by standards that "reflect the greates degree of emission reduction achievable through the

application of technology which the Administrator determnes will be available for the model year to which

such standards apply, giving appropriate considc ration to cost, energy, and safety factors associated with

the application of such technology."53

The issue concerning GH[Gs is the extent to which presently unregulated substances from new motor

vehicles, including GHGs, maybe regulated und -,CAA section 202. Because of the extensive program to

control emissions from new motor vehicles andt history of the implementation of section 202, whether the

broad language of section 202(a) provides auth rity for adding additional pollutants is ambiguous. 54 Thie

EPA's practice for the past thirty years has been to implement the pollutant-specific provisions of

Subchapter I, and it has never regulated any oth~r mobile source pollutants. Moreoverfor section 202(a)

to be utilized the Administrator would have to dthat one or more GHEGs are pollutants that "cause or

contribute to, air pollution which may reasonabie be anticipated to endanger public health or welfare." Any

regulation "shall take effect after such period as tIe Administrator finds necessary to permit the development

and application of the requisite technology, giving appropriate consideration to the cost of compliance within

such period." 55 Thus it appears that for a GHG to be regulated there must be findings that (1) it is a

pollutant, (2) it endangers public health or welfare, (3) adequate time is afforded to develop and apply

appropriate control technology, (4) the technolo is cost effective, and (5) appropriate time is provided to

apply the technology. Such findings are discretionary on the part of the Administrator.

Section 202(b)(1)(C) limits the revision ofan existing standard, and the numerical values specified

in the statute cannot be modified before model year 2004.56 This might preclude any new requirements

so 42 U.S.C. §7521(a)(3)(A).

51CAA §202(a)(3)(B), 42 U.s.c. §7521(a)(3) )

52 See e.g., CAA §109,42 U.S.C. §7409 (criteia pollutants); CAA §1I12(b)(2), 42 U.S.C. §7412(b)(2)

(hazardous air pollutants).
53 CAA § 202(a)(3)(A)(i), 42 U.S.C. § 752 1(a)(3 i(A)(i).

54 CAA § 202(a)(l), 42 U.S.C. § 7521(a)(1).

55 CAA § 202(a)(2), 42 U.S C. § 7521(a)(2).

56 42 U.S.C. § 7521l(b)(1)(C).
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involving tradeoffs that increase emissions of y regulated pollutants above existing requirements.

Furthermore, section 202(a)(4)(A) prohibits th- use of emission controls or &signs that "cause or

contribute to an unreasonable risk to the public hedahwelfare, or safety inits operation or function."57I The

term "unreasonable risk" is defined in section 2Ma4)B.

The Administrator also has the authorit to promulgate regulations to control mobile source air

tones.59 The section requires a study to be co ltdshowing a "need for, a feasibility of," controlling

such emissionsfr0 This study is discussed in Par 11(b) of this memorandum, but it did not identify any

Gil~s that needed control. Moreover, any reguaton of mobile source toxics requires that technology to

control. such pollutants be available after considerig costs as well noise, energy, safety and lead time."

D). The Legislative History of CAA Section 202(a) Does Not Support Claims that

Congress Addressed GHCV i Title HI.

The CAA, as we know it today, evolvedthrugh several enactments beginning with Public Law 159

Of the 84thi Congress of July 14, 1955, which au horized "research and technical assistance to air pollution

control." The 1955 statute was completely rewrtten when the first vestiges of a regulatory program was

enacted on December 17, 1963 by Public Law 88-206, which also first named the new law the "Clean Air

Act." In 1965, Public Law 89-272 amended e1963 version, by dividing it into three 'Titles." Title I

was designated " Air Pollution Prevention and Control," "Title III was designated " General," and a new

Title HI, entitled "Control of Air Pollution from N otor Vehicles" was added, which was called the "Motor

Vehicle Air Pollution Control Act" The CAA was once again amended in 1967 by Public Law 90-148

and Title HI was given a new short title, namely I e "National Emissions Standards Act," which remains its

title today.

The 1965 version of the Act provided section 202 (a) that the administrator of the CAA, who

was at that time the Secretary of Health, Educa*on and Welfare, "shall by regulation, giving appropnate

consideration to technological feasibility and emnomric costs, prescribe as soon as practicable standards,

applicable to the emission of any kcind of substa ce, from any class or classes of new motor vehicles or new

motor vehicle engines, which in his judgment c ruse or contribute to, or are likely to cause or to contribute

to, air pollution which endangers the health or welfare of any persons, and such standards shall apply to

such vehicles or engines whether they are desi ned as complete systems or incorporate other devices to

prevent or control such pollution."

That provision, which was restated in t e 1961 amendments, made no reference to any particular

"substance," but left it entirely to the Secretr to determine, in his "judgment," what substances met the

statutory test for regulation. Similarly, the new section 108 of the 1967 amendments to the CAA provided

57 42 U.S.C. § 7521(a)(4X(A).
58 42 U.S.C.,§ 7521(a)(4)(B).

59 CAA § 202(l)(2), 42 U.S.C. § 752 1(1)(2).
60 CAA § 202(1)(1), 42 U.S.C. § 7521(Q)(1)
68 CAA § 202(l)(2), 42 U.S.C. § 752 1(l)(2).
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forthe establishment by the Secretary of air quali3 standards and "atmospheric areas of the Nation." Such

areas were to be established "on the basis of tose conditions, including, but not limited to, dimtate

meteorology and topography, which affect the interhange and diffusion of pollutants in the atmosphere."

However, by 1970 Congress became fiutrated bythe slow pace of regulation. For example, the

House Committee on Interstate and Foreign Co ec (now the Commerce Cormmrittee) in reporting their

version of the "Clean Air Act Amendments of 19 70," said "While a start has been made in controlling air

pollution since the enactment of the Air Quality, et of 1967, progress has been regrettably slow."62

While silent on section 202 of the CAA, that Committee's bill amended subchapter I of the Act

requiring establishment of national ambient air qu ity standards "within 30 days after enactment ..for any

pollutant or combination of pollutants for whicht Secretary has issued air quality criteria," saying that such

crieria "have been issued" by the Secretary for fie specified pollutants, namely sulfur dioxide, particular

matter, carbon monoxide, hydrocarbons, and phc tochermical oxidants. The Senate Committee's report on

the other hand stated that the "authority providd in section 202 (a) would continue to be available to

establish standards for light duty motor vehicles,' while adding new provisions setting a deadline for new

vehicles to "meet emission standards established 1:y the Secretary for air pollution agents for which emission

standards were in effect" prior to the date of enactment of the Senate's bill. 63 It also specified the

percentage reductions the standards must "repro sent." The report added that it "is expected that section

202 (a) authority would be used for regulation ofparticulate emissions." 64

The resulting conference between the He ue and Senate amended section 202 of the CAA to make

clear what substances were to be regulated by d ing a new subsection (b) and makting that subsection an

exception to subsection (a). In essence, the bro discretion of the 1967 version of the CAA to determine

what substances were to be regulated was circur scribed by the clear Congressional directive for regulation

of the substances specified in the statute. What asretained, then and now, by the Administrator of the

EPA, as the 1970 successor to the Secretary ofHEW, was the authority to prescribe the details of the

regulation

The policy of Congressional designatio of substances to be regulated was continued in the 1977

and 1990 amendments to subchapter II of the C \-. In 1977, the Senate Committee on Environment and

Public Works said:

The automobile pollution cont 1I program established under the Clean Air Act

Amendments in 1965 required the Secre ryof Health, Education, and Welfare to establish

emission standards on the basis of tee a and economic feasibility. By 1970, it had

be come apparent that progress under t it yardstick was inadequate; that ambient levels of

motor vehicle-related pollutants would not be brought down to the level necessary to

protect human health at an early date; anIvoluntary technical development by the industry

12 H-. Rep. No. 91-1146, June 3,1970.

S. Rep. No. 91-1196, Sept. 17, 1970.

A L egisla tive History of the CAA A mendmen t, of 1990, supra note 19, at Vol. 1, 3 97, 424 and 502.
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would not achieve emissions goals soon er ough to respond to the public demand for clean

air.

The Congress recognized that ene vehicles in an auto-oriented. society must meet

very high standards of control. Therefore, the Clean Air Amendments of 1970 abandoned

the "technical and economic feasibility" approach and adopted statutory standards and

rigid timetables for achievement of those sadards. The standards reflected that level of

control needed to insult attainment of health-relateld air quality levels, according to

calculations supplied by the National Air Pollution Control Administration in the

Department of Health, Education, and "Aelfare. 65

The emissions that Congress has spec fically addressed min Subchapter HI are: nonl methane

hydrocarbons, carbon monoxide, oxides of nitn gen, and particulate matter. There is no mention mnthis

Subchapter of any of the four GHGs listed by ite Petitioner.

CAA section 202(a)(1) & (2), added bthe Clean Air Act Amendments of 1970, have been

changed only in minor ways. Thbelanguage "whic iin his judgment causes or contributes to, if lkely to cause

or contribute to, air pollution endangersthe pubhl health or welfare;" found in thel197066AmendIments was

changed to "which in his judgment cause or -ontributes to, air pollution which may reasonably be

anticipated to endanger public health or welfare.' This change occurred in 197767 and was not changed by

the 1990 CAA Amendments. The rest of section 202(a)(1) & (2) remains as enacted in 1970.

Ill. Even for Stationary Sources, EPA'; Authority to Regulate Greenhouse Gases Under

CAA Subehapters I and VI Is Not Apparent.

A. The SIP-Based Program is at o Suited for GHG Regulation.

If a substance meets the definition of" ipollutant' and enters the ambient airadditional analysis

is required to determine if a regulatory proga exists under the CAA that is applicable to a specified air

pollutant. The CAA's most traditional progri involves criteria air pollutants that must be controlled

pursuant to a state implementation plan (SIP) which is normally developed and imiplemented by a state for

each air quality control region (AQCR) within he state.68 For this SWP-based program to commence, the

EPA must designate a substance as a criteria po lutant pursuant to CAA § 108 after finding that emissions

"cause or contribute to air pollution which ma reasonably be anticipated to endanger public health or

welfare "and 'Thie presence of which in the aibient results from numerous diverse mobile (emphasis

added) or stationary sources."169 Primary ntonal ambient air quality standards (NAAQS) must be

65 S. Rep. No. 95-127, at 68 (May 10, 1977); see similar commaents by the House Committee on interstate and

Foreign Commerce, H. Rep. No. 95-294, at 231 (May 12, 1977).

66 Pub. L. No. 91-604 (1970).

67 Pub. L. No. 95-190, § 14(a)(60)-465), (b(5), 91 S at. 1403, 1405.

68 CAA § 107,42 U.S.C. § 7407.

69 CAA § 108(a)(1), 42 U.S.C. § 7408(a)(1).
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established to protect the public health with a nlj nof safety.70 Control of criteria pollutants is based on

the use of a SIP to control local emissions in orde to reach the ambient levels of pollution set out in the

applicable NAAQS.7i CAA section 126712 provides EpA with additional authority to prevent major

sources from releasing air pollution that may sigi [candly contribute to levels of air pollution in excess of a

NAAQS in another state," however, the exercise of interstate control authority is rare under the CAA. 7

The SIP process is primarily local and is predicate on the SIP being able to achieve significant reductions

in the targeted pollutant.75 Carbon dioxide, howe, er, cannot be controlled effectively by the SIP process

because ambient tropospheric concentrations are essentially the Same everywhere in the world]67 The

United States contributes only about twenty-fm percent of the world's anthropogenic GHG releases, 7 7

and the transportation sector accounts for only tenty- six percent of the U.S. GHG emissions. 7 8

If the EPA adopted a criteria pollutant I pproach to control CO2 it would have to set numerical

values that were either above or below present values. If C02 NAAQS values were set below present

70 CAA §109(b)(1), 42 U.S.C. § 7409[h)(1).

7' Eor a more thorough coverage of this process see ARNOLD W. REITzE, JR., AIR POLLUTION LAw, chapters 2

and 3 (1995).
72 42 U.S.C. § 7426.

73 See New York v. EPA, 852 F.2d 574 (D.C. Cir. 1988).

~"An action to control NO, transport using CAA § 126 is ongoing. The action has been stayed several times

by an EPA. See Final Rule To Extend the Stay of Acti n on Section 126 Petitions for Purposes of Reducing Interstate

Ozone Transport, 65 Fed. Reg. 2039 (Jan. 13, 2000). Liligation over the section 126 final rule led to a proposed

settlement agreement on November 13, 2000. Proposed Settlement Agreement on Regulation Under Section 126 of the

Clean Air Act Reducing Regional Transport of Ozone, 65 Fed. Reg. 67,742 (Nov. 13, 2000).

75 See Natural Res. Def. Council v. Train, 545 F.21 320 (2d Cir. 1976); Union Elec. v. EPA, 427 U.S 246, 249-250

(1975).

76 Carbon dioxide global concentrations in the a mosphere have increased from approximately 280 parts per

million by volume (ppmv) in pre-industrial limes to 358 ppmv, a 28% increase, mn 1994. U.S Envtl. Protection Agency,

Inventory, of U.S. Greenhouse Gas Emissions and Sin s:1990-1998,14 (Apr. 2000) [EPA 236-R-00-0011 [hereinafter

EPA Inventory]. According to the Energy Information Administration's publication 'International Energy Outlook

2000" of March 2000, p. 2-3:

World carbon emissions are projected to rise I om 6.2 billion metric tons in 1997 to 8.1 billion metric tons

in 20 10 and 1 0.0 billion metric tons in the ref rence case projections, which do not take into account the

potential impact of the Kyoto Protocol

Much of the increase in carbon emissions is xpected to occur in the developing world, where emerging

economies produce the highest growth rates for energy use in the forecast. Emissions in the developing

countries accounted for about 28 percent of fle world total in 1990, but they are projected to make up 44

percent of the total by 2010and nearly 50pe cent by 2020. As aresult, even if the AnnexlI ountries

[referenced in the Protocol] were able to maee the emissions limits or reductions prescribed in the Kyoto

Protocol, worldwide carbon emissions still w uld grow substantially.

77 Calculated from data found in the U.S. DEP'T OF STATE, CLIM[ATE ACTION REPORT 60 (July 1997) [hereinafter

Climate Action Report] and THE COUINCIL ON ENvrRor 4NTAL QUALITY, THE WORLD WIDE WEn, THE 1997 REPORT OF

THE COUNCIL ON ENvIRONMENTAL QUALITY 347 (no dal e).

78 EPA Inventory, supra note 76, at ES-7.
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CO2 atmospheric concentration, the entire country A ould have a nonattainment status with no realistic

expectation that any measure taken as part of a SIP oudlead to attainment of the standard. New and

modified major stationary sources would be reqird to meet the lowest achievable emissions rate

(LAER)79 although no technology exists that meets de LAkER definrition.'

If a NAAQS Value above the present CO2 atmospheric concentration was selected, the entire

nation would be in attainment and significant effort tcreduce CO2 would not be needed. Compliance with

the prevention of significant deteoriotion program would be the major applicable requirement? Thiswxkld

require the application of best available control tee] uology (BACTP to new or modified uajor emitting

facilities, which requires the consideration of econom c impacts and costs . such a program,, if implemented,

would have no significant effect on atmospheric cot centrations Of carbon dioxide.82

Because the EPA's authority to regulate glot la'warming gases using the criteria pollutantregulatry

approach is ambiguous, at best, it should not be p sumed that Congress gave the agency the Power to

enact apotentially costly but futile control mech 83 Because there are no cost- effectivecommnerciall

available controls for C02 emissions, now or in the foreseeable future, neither new source performance

standards (NSpSJ,4 or new source review (NSR) quirement' 5 can legally be applied to CO2 Sources.

Any effort by the EPA to reduce CO2 or Other GH- pollutants through controls on mobile sources while

not controlling GH~s from stationary sources would certainly f1ai to protect the environment. Moreover, if

the CAA's statutory language is read with a focuson the goal it is intended to achieve, Congress cannot

have intended to regulate global warming using a p -gramn completely unsuited to this purpose.86

The criteria pollutant approach also provides for secondary NAAQS that are to be set at a level

"to protect the public welfare from any known or articipated adverse effects associated with the presence

79 CAA § 173(a)(2), 42 U.S.C. § 7503(a)(2),
90 CAA § 171(3), 42 U.S.C. § 7501.

8 CAA §§ 160-1698, 42 U.S.C. §§ 7470-7492.

82 42 U.S.C. § 169(3). The EPA can not effectively regulate C0 2 from new sources under CAA section I111

either.

83 See Huffinan v. W. Nuclear, Inc. 486 U.S. 663, 6' 3 (1988); Public Citizen v. Dept. of Justice, 491 U.S. 440,454

(1988)
84 NSPS are technology-based standards that are iform regardless of the ambient air levels. They must be

based on "the degree of emission limitation achievable through the application of the best system of emission

reduction which (taking into account the cost of achievi g such reduction and any nonair quality health and

environmental impact and energy requirements) the Ad inistrator determines has been adequately demonstrated."

CAA § IlI1(a)(1), 42 U.S.C. § 7411I(a)(1). A standard est blished pursuant to section I111 must be capable of being

met under the most adverse conditions whinch can reason bly be expected. Nat'l Lime Ass'n v. EPA, 627 F.2d 416,

431 n.41 (D.C. Cit. 1980). It must be achievable by them i ustry and cannot be exorbitantly costly. Essex Chem.

Corp. v. Ruckelshaus, 486 F.2d 427, 433 (D.C. Cir. 1973) There must be available technology or what may

reasonably projected (with appropriate time for complia ce). Portland Cement Ass'n v. Ruckelshais, 486 F.2d 375,

391-92 (D.C. Cir. 1973).

85 NSR is used here to mean the requirements imposed on new or modified sources by both the nonattaifinment

and PSD programs.

56 See Bailey v. U.S., 516 U.S. 137, 145 (1995) (the meaning of statutory lanlguage depends on its context). See

also United States Nat'l Bank of Oregon v. Independent Is. Agents of Am., 508 U.S. 439, 455 (1992).
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of such air pollutant in the ambient air."' Countr Thlng such effects in a SIP would be subject to the same

limitations as discussed for controlling CO 2 andother GHGs in order to meet a primary standard.

B. GHfGs Do Not Fit the Deflinit on of Hazardous Air Pollutants

The CAA regulates hazardous air pollutants, pursant to section 112, that have adverse health effects or

adverse environmnental effects.88 The CAA secti nl1l2(b)(1) lsts 189 regulatedhazardous pollutants; CO2

is not on the list.8 Substances that are reg ated under subchapter VI because of their impact on

stratospheric ozone cannot be regulated und r section 112 solely due to adverse effects on the

environment20 The EPA can add to the section 1 12 list

"Pollutants which present, or may preser t through inhalation or other routes of exposure, a

threat of adverse human health effects (i nchding, but not limited to, substances which are

known to be, or may reasonably be anti ipated to be, carcinogenic, mutagenic, teratogenic,

neurotoxic, which cause reproductive dysfunction, or which are acuteiy or chronically toxic)

or adverse environmental effects whethe through ambient concentrations, bioaccumulation,

deposition, or otherwise,. . ,,91

Carbon dioxide is not toxic in small dos s as are the listed substances. None of the listed pollutants

are ubiquitous in the environment as is CO2. It oudbe beyond reason to assume Congress overlooked

listing a pollutant emitted in the U.S. at the rate of 5.388 billion metric tons in 1996 .92 Moreover section

1 12(b)(2) requires the health effects to come froi "inhalation or other route of exposure" and then goes on

to list effects such as carcinogenicity. 93 Thes health effects are all direct effects of exposure. The

hypothesized health effects fr~om CQ2 concentra ions are indirect effects which differs from the type of harm

caused by the existing substances regulated p iisat to section I112. Furthermore, when section I112

discusses adverse environmental effects as a basis for regulating a substance, the statutory language

"whether through ambient concentrations, bioaccumtulation, deposition, or otherwise. ..... indicates a

concern with the direct harnifil effects of a su stance. Hazardous pollutants are those that pose serious

health risks.94 While the EPA is given some flxibility in making decisions on the "frontier of scientific

knowledge," case law recjuires a rational basis for a decision to designate a pollutant as hazardous.95

87 CAA § 109(b)(2), 42 U.S.C. §7409(b)(2).
88 42U.S.C.§7412.

89 42 U.S.C. § 7412(b)(l).
CAA § 1 12(b)(2), 42 U.S.C. § 7412(b)(2).

91 CAA § 112(h)(2), 42 U.S.C. § '7412(b)(2).
92 STACY C. DAvis, TRANspoRTATION ENERGY )ATA BooK, ED.19, calculated from data at 3-3, tbl. 3.2, U.S.

DEPT. OF ENERGY (Sept. 1999) [ORNI-69581.
93 42 U.S.C. § 7412(b)(2).
N Report of the House Committee on Energy a] Id Commerce on H.R. 3030, H. Rep. No. 101-490, Part I, 1l1IM

Cong., 2d. Seas., at 350 (1990). However, the senate report is nore ambiguous and would allow environmental effects

to include a significant adverse effect on the envirou ent. See, Report of the Senate Commnittee on Environment and

Public Works on S. 1630, S. Rep. No. 228, l01lst Cong., l st Sess., at 162 (1989).

95 Ethyl Corp. v. EPA, 541 E.2d 1, 20 (1976) (1 ad standards). See also Am. Trucking Assoc v. EPA, 175 F.3d

1027 (D.C. Cir 1999).
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The hazardous air pollution program, to dte, primarily regulates major stationary sources which

are defined as emissions of ten tons per year of a haadous air Pollutant Or twenty-five tons per year of a

combination ofhazardous air pollutants.96 If CO2 iscosideted abazardous pollutantvirtualy every single-

family home with an oil or gas furnace will bea major source under section 112.9' The EPA has

developed a Program as Part of its integrated Air oxics Strategy that meet the mandate set forth in CAA

section 1 12(b)(3) and (t) and section 2020). 8 Program is discussed in section II of this memorandumn,

butoesnotincudethereglaton f G1 . M: reover, the EPA already has a "Great Water Program"i

purosuanot toncAAd shergtion 12)tof dea wit oheric depoitio of hazardous air pollutants (RAPS),

and other pollutants, in order to Protect majorv ater bodies.9 In short, ayatmtt lsi'Glsa

"Hazardous Air pollutants" under Section 112 would distort EPA's existing program beyond recognition--

C. CAA Section its Provisions ninternational Transport Do Not Apply to GUGs.

cAA section 115 allows the Ad nsrtor to force a state to control air Pollution if it causes or

contributes to air pollution that endangers pubbi health or welfare in a foreign country that has given the

United States reciprocal rights concerning contro of air pollution.100 The EPA resisted using section 115 to

protect Canada, the nation most effected by U. . air pollution emtissions, by interpreting the reciprocity

requirements to prevent Canada from receiving protection.101 If Canada has had difficulty in obtaining

prtction from air pollutants crossing a nationa border, it is difficult to understand how the EPA could

argue that section 1 15 may be used to control world-wide tropospheric concentrations that are subject

onyto non-bindinginternational controls. Un fthe United States becomes aparty to the KyotoProtocol

and it enters into effect, the United States canno rtinlycamttseio115rcpoiyrqueets

which are necessary to trigger its use, have ben met.

96 CAA § 112(a)(1), 42 U.S.c. § 7412(a)(l).

97 Vrnqe uno ndDvdM Reiner, Game of Climate Chicken: CanEPA Regulate Greenhouse

Gases Before the U.S. Senate Ratifies the Kyoto Pr oaMTJITPORMO CEC N OIYO OA

CHANGE, Report No. 57, at 17 (November 1999).

98 42 U.S.C. §§ 7412(b)(3) & (D), 7521(1).

99 42 U.S.C. § 7412(m).
"00 42 U.S.C.§ 7415.

"'1 See Thomas v. New York, 802 F.2d 1443 (DC. Cir. 1986), cert. denied, 482 U.S. 919 (1987); Her MajestY The

Queen in Right of Ontario v. EPA, 912 F.2d 1525 (D. I Cit. 1990).
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D. Subchapter VI Provisions on S ratospheric Ozone Protection Were Not Intended

to Regulate Gil~s.

The CAA in subachapter VI provides a pro grmto control any substance that "causes or contribue

significantly to hann itil effects on the stratospheric ozone layer."1 02 This subchapter gives the Administrator

the responsiibility to publish the global warming otential of substances listed in section 602.10 Section

603(e) then goes on to state, " [the preceding sntence shall not be construed to be the basis of any

additional regulation under this chapter." TheI gislative history of sbhpe I sdsusdaoe

makes it clear that it was not intended to be used to Control GHGS'014

E. No Other Provisions in The 1 90 CAA. Amendments Reflect Any Congressional

intent to Regulate GIIGs.

The 1 990 CAA A mendments added only a few minor references to either carbon dioxide or global

climate change, and the Act, as a whole, shows no0 Cong9resional intent to regulate CO2 emissions. 105 E

Conference Committee did change CAA secti n 103(g), one of the three sections of the Act to use the

term "Carbon dioxide," to add the term "nonreguatory., 106 Section 103(g) gives the Administrator the

autoriy t cary ut eserchand demonstrati n programs for air pollution prevention. This includes

working on nonregulatory strategies to control carbon dioxide from stationary sources.1 7 T mk t

position clear, section 103(g) repeats the words ',nonregulatory strategies" five times in that section."'0 It,

the event the section might still not be clear, it goes on to say, " [n]othig in this subsection shall be

construed to authorize thle imposition on any pe son of air pollution control requirements. "109

Public Law 101I- 549 contains the CAA Amendments of 1990, but it also contains Provisions that

are not included in the CAA. One provisi in, section 821, is entitled "Information Gathering on

Greenhouse Gases Contributing to Global Cli te Change.""1 0 it requires the EPA to issue regulations to

have CO2 monitored from "all affected sources subject to tidle V" of the CA.A and have them reported to

the Agency. " 1 No other provision of Public L; w l0 l- 49 that has not already been discussed as par of

the CAA provides any authority for the EPA tcregulate GU4Gs.

' M CAA § 602(a), 42 U.S.C. § 7671 a(a).

'0' CAA §602(e), 42 U.S.C. § 7671 a(e).

IN See footnotes 1 1-29 and the associated text

105 Pub. L. No. 10 1-549 (1990).

106 See also CAA § 602(e), 42 U.S.C. § 7671la(e; Pub. L. No. 101-549, section 82 1, modifies CAA § 412Qh) & (c),

42 U.S.C. § 7651k(b) & (c).

107 42 U.S.C. § 7403(g).
Oa CAA § 103(g), (g)(l), (g)(2), (g)(3), and (g)(4), 42 U.S.C. § 7403(g), (g)(I), (g)(2 ), (g)(3), and (g)(4).

009 CAA § 103(g), 42 U.S.C. § 7403(g).

11 42 U.s.C. § 7651k (see note (a)).

II d.
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IV. Even if EPA Has Authority Under § 22(a) to Regulate Greenhouse Gases, There is No

Mandatory Duty to Regulate.

Even if the EPA were to reverse itself rega ding its stated absence Of any plan to regulate C02 and

its commritment to Congress not to implement the yooProtocol pro oisrtfctoi scerta h

CAA does not require such regulation. Before an~ "dutY" to regulate arises, the EPA must first determine

that CO2 is an "air pollutant." The EPA must then determine that C02 emissions from new motor vehicles

cause, or contribute to, air pollution "which may reasonably be anticipated to endanger public health or

welfare." Even assuming the EPA has the author ty to make these determinations, it has not done so.

The Petitioners, in footnote 133 IAgu t(a) & (b)' of their petition, say that the Administrator

has "already" made these determinations for all ot the substances listed in the petition and thus contend that

the Administrator "must exercise her authority to rgulate." Pointing to the word "shall," they contend that

"§202 creates a mandatory duty to promulgate s adards." The principal case they cite in support of this

view is NRDC v. Reilly'1 12 where the cowlt said:

Given the plain and unmistaale language of section 202(a)(6), we need not

proceed beyond the first step of the Ch vron analysis. Section 202(a)(6) mandates that

"within one year after November 15, 1990, the Administrator shall . .. promulgate

standards under this section requiring tat new light duty vehicles .. . shall be equipped.

with [ORVR] systems." 42 U.S.C. §752l(a)(6) (Supp. 1990) (emphasis added). In this

case, the language of the relevant secti n most manifestly obligates EPA to promulgate

standards for ORVR systems. See H tv. Helms, 459 U.S. 460,471, 103 S. Ct. 864,

871, 74 L.Ed.2d 675 (1983) shall" is "1a Lguage of an unmistakably mandatory character");

Her Majesty the Queen v. USEPA, Q12 F.2d 1525, 1533 (D.C. Cir. 1990) ("shall"

signals mandatory action).

Read in context, the centralp os of section 202(a)(6) is to impose regulatory

standards for ORVR systems over a y en and detailed time frame.

The court, in holding the EPA was obligated by hie CAA to regulate, noted no "words of

condition" accompanying the word "shall" ,t "derogate from the EPA's duty to promuilgate."1 13 That

same statement is not appropriate to section 202(a)(1). In that section, "words of condition" accompany

the word "shall," which require adtematn that such air pollutant "may reasonably be anticipated to

endanger public health or welfare." The EPA's General Counsel in April 1998 referred to this requirement

as "regulatory criteria"l that must be met bef re a regulation may be promulgated- Such preliminary

"conditions" or "criteria" never have been n -t or even been initiated by the EPA, notwithstanding the

contentions of the Petitioners. 114

112 983 F. 2d 259, 266-67 (D.C. Cir. 1993).

"' NRDC, 983 F. 2d at 266.
114 See supra note 1.



The Petitioners cite the legislative history cfthe 1977 amendments to the CAA that modified the

"which"' clause of section 202 (aX!1) which sets ot the condition that must first be met by the EPA in

deciding whether to regulate. Petitioners explamintunder the CAA, "the Administrator is penntted to

make a precautionary decision to regulate pollutana in order to protect public health and welfare." They

then contend "the EPA and other Federal agencies y ae akready made nutmerous findings that greenhouse

gas emissions from new motor vehicles are air pot utanits reasonably anticipated to endanger public health

and welfare" and thus the Admi~nistrator has the " tutitory obligation to regulate."

This is not true. The EPA has not even cmmenced meeting the conditions or criteria in order

to regulate. The exercise of the EPA's legal authorities involves adherence to specified legal and

technical procedural steps as well as its use of tisieon as to when to initiate this authority. For example,

before proposing a national ambient air quality sadard (NAAQS), the EPA must review the relevant

scientific and technicalinformiation inorder to develop theair qualitycriteia referenced in section 108. The

Agency has notinfitiated tisformal process rega ig CQ2,nor, as ithas said repeatedly, does itcurrently

have plans to doso. This "formalprocess" is re uired by section 202(a).

In 1977, the House Committee on Intente and Foreign Commerce, in its report on its 1977

Amendments to the CAA said:
On the other hand, the cmi does not intend this language as a license for "crystal

ball" speculatiom The Administrator's Judgment must, of course, remain subject to restraints of

reasoned decisionnmakcing. See PortlandICement Association v. Ruckelshaus, 486 F.2d 365,391

(D.C. Cir. 1973). In addition, of course, he Administrator's exercise of judgment will be subject

tothe careful and thorough procedural saeguards contained in section 305 of the bill. '5

Under the circumstances, no "statutory obligation"' exists to regulate, assuming that the CAA

authorizes such regulation as the Petitioner con rids. Absent such an obligation, there is no basis for a

citizen suit pursuant to section 304 of the CAA being sustained.

The Petitioner asserts that section 202 if the CAA allows the EPA "to implement a variety of

regulatory standards to control greenhouse gas erisions," including, according to the Petitioner's footnote,

"authority to implement a corporate average fel economy based standard." Note, however, that

Congress already has enacted automotive fuel economy legislation. The authority to promulgate fuel

economy standards is given to the Secretary of T.-nportation by the Energy Policy and Conservation Act

(EpCA).'116 The Act also gave the EPA a litrole in implementing that law. Given the limited role for

the EPA since EPCA was enacted in the 1970s, it is hard to imagine Congress would have delegated to

the EPA authority to use the CAA to promulg a rule establishing a competing corporate average fuel

economy based standard.

"15 H. Rep. 95-294, at 50-51 (May 12, 1977).

116 Pub. L. No. 94-162 added anew title Vto the Motor Vehicle Infonnation and Cost Savings Act ( codified at

49 U.S.C. 3290-1, et seq.).
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In addition, it is difficult to ethe EPA would go through the process of

determining that CO2 is an air pollutan in light of the EPA's statements by the prior

administration to Congress that it has no anto regulate CO2. By way of illustration, mn

letters to Rep. James Sensenibienner, Jr., diChairman of the House Science Committee,

dated August 8, 1998, November 5, 19S 8 and March 9, 1999, the EPA said it "does

not intend to regulate NO., 5 02 Or CO2 t der section 1 12 of the Act."' 7 In an October

2, 1998 letter, EPA also said:

Whether any particular substano is an air pollutant depends on whether it is

encompassed by the definition in section 2g)of the Clean Air Act. As explained in the

April 10, 1998 memorandum "the exe ise of EPA's authority toregulate air pollutants

is rj0kedto adetermnination by theAdmnitrator regardilg theair pollutns'atualo~rn

potential harraful effects on public health, welfarie or the environment." The Administrator

has made no determination to date to exercise that authority with respect to carbon

dioxide. If the Administrator were to mr e such a determination in the future, the public

would have the ability to comment on such a determination through the rulemaldng

process. 11

Moreover, such an effort would to be inconsistent with the Clinton Administration's

responses of April 199 8 by former State Depar tent Under Secretary Stuart Eizenstat to Senators Chuck

Bagel and Jesse Helms. In the context of issues rgarding the question of ratification of the Kyoto Protocol,

Eizenstat said: 'The Administration will not seek to impose binding restrictions on U.S. business before the

U. S. Senate ratifies the Kyoto Protocol."11 Thpetition urges EPA to impose such restrictions before

the President submits the Protocol to the Senate fr advice and consent to ratification. President Bush said

on March 13, 2001, that he opposes the Proto ol "because it exempts 80 per cent of the worldt and

*"would cause serious harm to the U.S. economy t' and thus he will not submit it to the Senate.

V. Conclusion

Based on the preceding detailed review of the Clean Air Act, it is unlikely -that the EPA has the

authority to regulate GHGs emitted by mobile :r stationary sources. Even if suich authonity exists, it is

certainly not mandatory. Each of the programs that might be used to regulate OfiGs requires additional

findings to be made by the Administrator that ) have not yet been made, and 2) will be difficult and

perhaps impossible to support in the maniner that slegally required. Moreover, any additional requirements

concerning GHG emissions from motor vehicle~ would require EPA findings that the cost and technology

"' Letter from EPA AdministratorCarol M. Broner to Representative F.Jarmes SensenbrennerJr.,,Aug. 8, 1998,

at 4; Letters from EPA Assistant Administrator Rober Perciasepe to Representative E. James Sensenbrenner, Jr.,

Nov. 5,1998, at 8 and Mu. 9,1999, at 4 & 5.

"' Letter from EPA Assistant Administrator Robe Ferciasepe to Representative F.James Sensenbrenner, Jr., Oct.

2, 1998, at 4.

1t9 U.S. Dept. of State, QuestionsrFor The Record For Undersecretary of State Stuart Eizenstat Submitted By

Senator Chuck Hagel and Senator Jesse Helms Unitec States Senate Committee On Foreign Relations Heanng On

implications Of The Kyoto Protocol, Feb. 13, 1998 (April 1998, at 8).
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necessary to meet such requirements are compatiblewith existing regulatory requirements, such as the "Tier

2" standards promulgated last year.

Attached to this memorandumn is an Appendi detailing the history of the international legal response

to concerns about global warming, from the late I 9S0s to the present. It is clear from a review of this

history that, although the U.S. has been part of a co certed global effort on this subject, no international

consensus has yet emerged since entry into force f the Framework Convention on Climate Change

(FCCC) on how to address dlimate change from a regulatory standpoint. Moreover, Congress has

deliberately chosen not to provide any govrm tagency with authority to regulate GHGs; it has

repeatedly addressed GHiGs in a non-regulatory fasion. hin light of this history, it is not credible to claim

that the EPA has some latent power and obligation, urder a selective reading of the CAA, to regulate GHUG

emissions. The U.S. Department of State has recog ied that -[n]o single country can resolve the problem

of global climate change.",120 For more than a decide the United States has been intensely engaged in

international efforts to address GF(Gs on an equirta le basis. These efforts are wholly inconsistent with a

prematureeffort by aU.S. agency to deal withiaglbal issuebyregulating only one of itsuindustries. All of

Congress' actions on this issue, including the Byr-Hagel Resolution, recognize that haphazard GHUG

regulation would be environmentally useless and ecnomically damaging, in the absence of a coordinated

global program to address climate change.

For the reaLsons outlined above,lIrespeetffull conclude that the CAA does not authorize ormandate

EPA to regulate GH~s from mobile sources. For PAto attempt such regulation would be inconsistent

with both the legislative history of the CAA, and the history of U.S. efforts to find an international solution

for climate change.

Based on the material discussed in this me orandurn, the EPA has no clear authority to regulate

GHGs. Moreover, even if such authority exists, the EPA must make numerous findings as a prerequisite to

regulating. However, it is incredulous, given the ect of the Congressional effort to consider the issues

concerning GH~s, to claim that the EPA has some latent power and obligation under the CAA to regulate

these emissions in the absence of a credible mandite. The U.S. Department of State has recognized that

"1[n]o single country can resolve the problem of global climate change."' 1 Frmr hnadcd h

United States has been intensely engaged in iuten ational efforts to deal with GHGs. These efforts should

not be compromised by a premature effort by one country (the United States) to deal with a global issue by

regulating only one of its industries. in this area he need is to harmonize environmental programs and

standards on a global basis.

120 Climate Action Report, supra note '77, at 17.

121 Id
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APPENDIX

The International Legal Response to oblWarming

The attempt to control global warming hisinvolved primarily international effors "N single

country can resolve the problem of global & imte change."'212 In 1978, Congress enacted the first

legislative statue called the "National Climate gramai Act"I that found that the "United States lacks a

well-defined and coordinated program in chinaterelated research, monitoring, assessmnent of effects and

information utilization" and which established a onlclimate program to "assist the Nation and the world

to understand and respond to natural and man- iduced climate processes and their implications."'12 3

Almost ten years later, Congress enacted the Global Climate Protection Act of 1987. 124 That Act Set

"Goals of United States Policy;' which included. creasing "worldwide understanding of the greenhouse

effect and its environmental andbhealth consequenkes" and fostering "cooperation among nations to develop

more extensive and coordinated scientific researh efforts with respect to the greenhouse effect" This

resulted in a joint EPA- State Department report to Congress that stressed the global nature of climate

change and greenhouse gas emnissions and called for "international consensus" and a "comprehensive"

approach to "addressing potential climate chang '," which eschewed singling out certain industries or

certain gases for regulation 125

None of these statutes authorized or ma dated, directly or indirectly, the regulation of greenhouse

gas emissions. Moreoverit isquite evident from the nature of these statutes and the above-mentionedjoirt

reportthat the Congress and several Administrotios- going back to the origin of the EPA in 1970 -- were

not considering aregulatory approach to clinma change domesticallyor, for that matter, internationally.

The 1987 Act also provided forthe Seer tiny of State to coordinate U.S. negotiations concerning

global climate change and for the EPA to develo and propose to Congress a coordinated national policy

on global Climate change.' 26 In 1988 the United Nations and the World Meteorological Organization

appointed an international group of scientists to~ ivestigate global warming as the Intergovernmental Panel

on Cimae Cange(IPC). 27 The WpCC advised the International Negotiating Committee (IN'C) which

was established by the United Nations General Asembly on December 21, 1990 to coordinate negotiation

of aninternationaltreaty on climate change. OnI ecemnber 22,1989, theUnited Nations General Assembly

called for a global Summit on enlvironmental anC development issues.2'2 This was to be the second such

meeting; the first was the Stockholm Conferenc - on The Human Environment held in 1972. Among the

issues of concemn to the nations of the world wa the threat of global warming. By January 1991 thirteen

122 U.S. Dm"'T OF STATE, CLIM4ATE AcTION REPORT 60 (July 1997) [hereinafter Climate Action Report], at 17.

123 Pub. L. No. 95-367, 92 Stat. 601 (Sept. 17, 197l ), codified at 15 U.S.C. § 2901, et. seq.

824 15 U.SC. 2901, note.

125 U.s. DEPT. OF STATE & U.S. EtVTL. PROTECTI N AGENCYU.S. EFFORTS TO ADDRESS &LOBAL CLIIATE

C'HAGE (Report to Congress Feb. 199 1).

126 Id. at §§ 5(f0(2) and 5(d)(9).

82 U.N. General Assembly Res. No. 43/53 (Dec. 6,1988)

128 U N. General Assembly Res. No. 44/228.
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developed nations had pledged to reduce or stab~ their CO2 emrissions by 2005 .129 But the Umited

States did not join in this pledge, 130 and in its NationaEnergy strategy131 projected a continuous increase

in U.S. energy consumption13 and a twenty-fivy percent increase in CO2 emissions by 2015."'~ Its

program forthe control of GHGs in 1990 was largiy based on controlling CFCs that were already subject

to production reductions under both the Montreal potocol and the CAAN'3 4

Two statutes enacted in 1990 provided potfor developing a U.S. position on global research.

On November 16,1990, the day after the CAA Aendments were enacted, Congress passed the Global

Change Research Act to establish a Committee Or Earthi and Environmental Sciences to coordinate a ten

year research program. '3 On November 22, 19 0, a Global Climate Change program was created as

Title XX1V of the Food and Agriculture Act of 1! 90 to research global climate agricultural issues and to

provide laison with foreign countries on such iss*136 Neither of these laws provide regulatory authonty to

any federal entity. In 1991 the Global Eniom tFacility (GEE) was created as a collaborative effort

between the World Bank and the United Nations to finance efforts of developing countries to protect the

global environment including climate change reuton efforts. As of 1997 the United States had

contributed $190milion, making it the second I lest contributor."'7 The U.S. pledged an additional $430

million for fiscal years 1999 through 2002.138

A. Rio "Earth Summit"

The INC met in five sessions from Fe 1991 to May 1992, and adopted the United Nations

Framework Convention on Climate Change (FC CC) on May 2, 1999. From June 3 to 14, 1992, the U.N.

Conference on Environment and Developmert (UNCED) was held in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil as the

129 CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES, OFFICE OF TECHN4 OLOGY AsSESSMENT,CHANGiNGBy DEGREES: STEPS TO

REDUCE GkEENHOUSE GAsES 7 (1991). The nations wert Austria, Australia, Canada, Denmark, France, Germany, Italy,

Japan, The Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway, Swed n and the Umited Kingdom.

130 Meyer, United States increasingly Isolated n Global Warming, NUCLEUS, Summer 1990, at 3. NO, also is

subject to the NO, Protocol that aims to assure that by the end of 1994 emissions do not exceed a baseline. The

Protocol was negotiated unlder the framework of the 1Q79 Convention on Long-range Transhoundary Air Pollution. It

was signed in October 1988 and involved seventeen i dustrialized nations when it entered into force in February

1991. U.S. Gen. Acct.0Off.,INTERNATIoNALAGREEMEN S ARE NOT WELL MONITORED 15 (Jan. 1992). [GAO/RCED-92-

43]
13 The Department of Energy Organization Act, 2 U.S.C. §§ 7101-7140, that created the Department of Energy

provided in title VIIIfor the President to submnit aNati nal Energy Policy Plan to Congress by Apr-ill1,1979 and every

two years thereafter. The plan was to consider energy conservation and environmental protection along with the

more traditional considerations. There were submissi ns under title yIIn: by the Carter administration in 1979, by the

Reagan administration in 1981, 1983, 1985, and 1987, Andby the Bush administration in 1991. U.S. Gen. Acct. Off.,

CHANGES NEEDED TO MAKE NATIONAL ENERGY 6LN]N MORE USEFUL 9 (Apr. 1993). [GAO/RCED-93-291

132 NATiONALENh4RGY STRATEGY 30-72(l" ed. .991/1992).
'33 id. at 179.
'34 Id. at 181.
135 Pub. L.No. 10 1-606 (1990).
136 7 U.S.C. § 6701.
13 CLIMATE ACTioNREPoRT, sipra note 1, at2 0i.

138 U3.S. GEN. ACCOUNTING OFF., INFORMATION CaGoBAI FŽviRONMENTMA FACILITY'S FUNDING AND PROJECTS 1,

5 (June 1999) [GAOIRCED-99-149].
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resumed fifth session of the INC. hin Rio, 178 nations were represented, and 110 heads of state

attended."'3 Most developed countries pushed an environmental agenda, but developing countries were.

more interested in their economic development.

The Rio meeting produced the "Agenda 21 which is an 800-page document, divided into four

sections and covering forty subj ects, that was to be a blueprint for environmental and development Policy

forthe coming decades.' In addition, there w agreements prepared prior to the UNCED with only

the signatures of the nations left to be affixed. The~ included two conventions, one dealing with climate

change and the other with biodiversitY, both of wbih were controversial. 14' There also were two other

environmental agreements, one on forest principle and another on desertification.

The UNCED led to the creation of a new (-ommission on Sustainable Development (CSD) under

the Economic and Social Council of the UN4. Its sinis to evaluate the implementation of the Agenda

21 programs, and it is the first U.N. body that has a specific mandate to monitor the performance of

individual countries]142 The UNCED also produce Signatures in June 1992 by the heads of state and other

heads of delegations from 154 countries and te European Union to the ECCC that was the first

international agreement to address climate change.'43 At the insistence of the Bush administration, however,

the convention avoided deadlines or specific coi atments.'14 The convention's ultimuate objective, set forth

1'9 Nicholas Yost, R io a nd the Road B eyond, I1I VTL. L. NEwSL. (ABA), Summer 1992, at 1; Donald Brown,

The Relevance of "Agenda 21 " to the States, 14 ENVTL L. NEwsL (ABA), Fall/Winter 1994-95, at I.

140 The Agenda 21's first section deals with "Social and Economic Dimensions." it has chapters on

international cooperation, combating poverty, promoti ig human health, population issues, and consumption issues.

This last subject discusses the developing nations con emn that the industrialized nations use a disproportionate

share of the world's resources and cause most of the gi bal environmental problems. Agenda 21's second section

covers the Conservation and Management of Resources for Development. It includes chapters on protection of the

atmosphere, land use planning, water resources, hazar os waste, solid waste and other topics. Its third section

covers the role of interest groups in dealing with envir nmental issues. Chapters cover the role of women, children,

indigenous people, nan-governmental organizations, t -ade unions, industry, farmers, and the scientific and tech-

nology community. The fourth section deals with the "Means of Implementation" and covers subjects such as

financial resources, environmentally sound technolog , sustainable development, international institutions and legal

development. There also was a Rio Declaration that xas a shorter statement of principles of shared aspirations; it

emphasizes sustainable development and has provisios for meeting development needs while protecting the

environment. It also has specific, more focused provisions calling for internalizing environmental costs, immediate

notification after environmental disasters, right-to-kno provisions concerning hazardous materials and activities,

and a provision calling for environmental impact statements.

14' The Biodiversity Convention that was signed by all industrialized countries except the United States. The

U.S. objection was primarily related to provisions con ewing patent laws applicable to drugs an biotechnology.

142 Id. The CSD has been criticized as incapable of addressing international environmental challenges. It lacks

political support from the nations that make up the U N.; it has an inadequate budget; and it competes for

jurisdiction over environmental issues with the United Nations Environment Program (UNEP), the United Nations

Development Program (UNDP), as well as other U.N. organizations and the secretariats to the numerous

environmental treaties. See Daniel C. Esty, Stepping UP To The Global Environmental Challenge, S FORDHAM

ENVTL. L. J. 103,110 (1996).

'43 Economic Report of the President, 166 (1998.

I" Bush Holds Talks to One Binding Requirement on Global Warmning, CLEAN AWRREPoRT, June 18, 1992, at 1.

The background work for the Convention on Climate Change is discussed in Durwood Zaeike & James Cameron,

Global Warming and Climate Change - An Overviei of the International Legal Process, 5 Am. Ul. INT'L L. &
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in Article 2, "is to achieve, in accordance with the relevant provisions of the Convention, stabilization of

greenhouse gas concentrations in the atmosphere t a level that would prevent dangerous anthropogenic

interference with the climate system.' The con tindid not attempt to define the term "dangerous.", it

called on developed countries, including the United States, to lower emissions of GHl-ls that were not

controlled by the Montreal protocol to 1990 level s by the year 2000 on a non-binding basis 145

On October 7,1992, the U.S. Senateunn ously approvedthe FCCC. Aspartofthehearings

before the Senate Committee on Foreign Relation the administration made clear that the FCCC did not

create legally binding targets or timetables for limting greenhoiuse gas emissions. 146 The Senate gave its

advice and consent to ratification of the PCC by the President with the understanding that the

Administration could not agree to amendments or protocols to the treaty that create binding emissions

reduction commitment without subsequent Senat approvalt"14 President Bush ratified the treaty October

13, 1992, and he urged the other 154 (and the European Union) countries that signed it in Rio to ratiti it.

Only Maunfitis, the Marshall Islands and the Seychelles had ratified as of October 1992, 148 but one year

later 161 countries hadl signed the treaty and -one bad ratified it.'49 On March 21, 1994, the Climate

Treaty entered into force after-the required fifty c )untries ratified the convention.5

B. From Rio to Kyoto

After Rio, the U.S. Congress concentrat d on voluntary approaches to GHG reduction, while the

convention focused on developing an intemnatio protocol to the convention. In 1992, the Energy Pohicy

Act (EP Act), with thirty titles on energy reguation and policy, was enacted) 5' Its section 1605(b)

requires the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) toestablish guidelines for the voluntary reporting of GHG

releases and their annual reduction.'152 Section 1605 began as the Cooper- Synar bill which was aimed at

new large stationary sources Of CO2 and would yae required permits and offsets under a program to be

establishedby the EPA.153 A watered down verion of this proposal became EP Act section1605 after all

provisions of a binding or regulatory nature dbeen removed in order to provide only for voluntary

reporting of greenhouse gas emissions."'5 Thusie EP Act considered and rejected mandatory restrictions

'POL'Y 249,272 (1990).
145 United Nations Framework Convention on CIL ate Change, Art. 4, Sec. 2, 31 I.L.M. 849 (1992).

146 Hearing Before the Senate Committee on Forc igia Relations on the U.N. Framework Convention on Climate

Change, I100th Cong. 2d. Sess. (Sept 18, 1992), at 93.
'47 Id.

148 Senate Approves International Treaty Amid -eader's Calljfor More Controls, CLEAN AIR REPORT, Oct. 22,

1991, at 34.

149 PRESIDENT WILLIAM J. CLINTON AND VICE PESIDENT ALBERT GORE, JR., THE CLImATE CHAxNCE ACTION PLAN,

preface (Oct. 1993) [hereinafter Climate Change Actio Plan].

15G DAvmDHuNTER, etal.,INTERNATlONALV E Nv(MENTAL LAW AND PoLicy 130, 117 (199). See also the

Secretariat homepage <http://www.mfrccC.del>.
15' Pub. L.No. 102~486 (1992),42 U.S.C. § 13385

152 Launch ofEPA -DOE 'Climnate-Wise'Progra nFor Cutting Emissions Expected in February, Daily .Env't

Rep. (BNA), Dec. 2,1993 at A-1.

15 H.R. 5966, 101st Cong., 2d. Sess., 136 Cong. I c. 37088 (1990); H.R. 2663, 102d Cong., I1st Sess., 137 Cong.

Rec. H. 461 1 (daily ed. 199 1).

154 138 Cong. Rec.S51132 (daily ed. Feb. 6,1992) 138 Cong. Rec.S517627 (daily ed. Oct. 8,1992).
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on greenhouse gases.

Among the provisions in the EP Act are rqrments for the Secretary of Energy to assess the

feasibility of stabilizing and/or reducing (GHGs..5 md to assess the extent to which the United States is

complying with international agreements on reducing such gases.'5 6 However, the global Climate change

provisions, found in Tidle XV1, have no provision athorizing mandatory reduction of GHGSY' 5 Tidles ill,

IV, V and VI are the alternative fuels and alternative vehicle provisions, which support the research, design

and development of fuels and vehicles that use le s petroleum and reduce carbon emissions. 158

Neither of these provisions, nor the Iao s enacted in the 1970s and 1980s on climate change,

provided regulatory authority to ay federal entity rgarding greenhouse gases. On the contrary, these laws

demonstrate that Congress deliberately chose to zddress GHGS in a non-regulatory fashion, believing that a

regulatory scheme was not appropriate.

more than thiity-nine states, plus indt y, took part in the first year of the voluntary reporting of

GHG emissions that was part of the 1992 Energ Policy Act.159 Most of the reporting involved electricity

supply and covered nearly six hundred projects toreduce emissions or prevent the release of greenhouse

gases.160 The EPA worked with states to conduct inventories of GHG emissions. By December 1995,

twenty-eight states had completed inventories, fouten other states were working to produce an inventory,

and a few states--Minnesota, Oregon, Pennsyvania, and Washington- were attempting to develop

mitigation strategies.1 61 In addition, some saswere moving to require electric utilities to consider

environmental Impacts when planning electric pwer investment162 However, the United States did not

meet its goal of returning major GHGs to 1990 C02 emission levels of 4.972 billion metric tons; in 1997,

these emissions were 5.503 billion metric tons. 5' By 1998 emissions Of CO2 from fossil fuel combustion

grew by eleven percent from the 1990 baseline ad accounted for eighty percent of the GHG emissions in

the United States.Ž'

'"5 421J.S.C. § 7321. See also EP Act§ 1604,42 US.C. § 13384.

156 For background see U.S. GEN. ACCT -OFF., Es PROGRAM AND ACTIVITIES RELEVANT TO THE GLOBAL

WARMING PHENOMENON (Mar. 1990). [GAOIRCED-90- 74BR]

'57 42 U.S.C. § 7321.
56 cATE ACTION REPORT, supra note 1, at 3 .

~'See 42 U.S.C. § 13385.

160 Pamela Wexler & David Hodas, Special Co nmittee on Climate Change and Sustainable Development

1995 Annual Report, in NATuRAL RESOURCES, EERdy, AND ENviRONMIENTAL LAW 1995, THE YEAR IN REviEW 164

(1996), at 168.
161 Id. at 169.

162 See e.g., Massachusetts Elec. Co. v. Dept. oi Public Utilities, 643 N.E.2d 1029 (Mass. 1994).

163 STACY C. DAVIS, TRANSPORTATION ENERGY DATA Book, EDvl9, at 3-6, tbl 3.5, U.S. DEPT. OF 1ENERGY (Sept.

1999) [ORNI-6958]. Higher than projected economic growth, lower than expected energy prices, and a population

growth of 1.0 percent a year compared with the 0.7 prcent growth used to develop the 1993 Climate Change Action

Plan (CCAP) are some of the reasons the United Stales fell short of its target. U.S. GEN. AccouNTING OFFICE, GLOBAL

WARMING: DIFFICULTIES ASSESSING COUNTRIES' PROGRESS STABILIZING EMISSIONS OF GREENHOUSE GASES 9 (Sept.

I996X[GAOIRCED-96-1 88].

'" U.S Bnvtl. Protection Agency, Inventory, of U.S. Greenhouse Gas Emissions and Sinks: 1990-1998.1-4 (Apr.

2000) [EPA 236-R-00-0011 [hereinafter EPA Inventor ], at ES-3.
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Signatory countries to the FCCC are require d to submit estimates and sinks for thr base ye ar of

1990. On June 21, 1993, the EPA produced a revi w draft of the required document.1 65 In September

1994 the final report dropped gases covered under the Montreal Protocol because their use was being

phased out.'166 With this change, CO2 accounted fo eighty-five percent of U.S. globalwarm-ing emissions,

methane accounted for eleven percent, N20 enmissains accounted for two percent. 67

In October 1993 President Clinton and iePresident Gore released their plan to return

greenhouse gases to 1990 levels bythe year 2000.1 8 I included measures to reduce all greenhouse gases

and to protect forests, "which are greenhouse gas "sinks" that store carbon removed from the

atmosphere.469 The Administration committed itselfto $1.9billion in new andredirected finding between

1994-200017o and included almost fiftly actions dilinvolved all sectors of the economy.t17' The program

did not seek new legislation. This action plan wa to be the basis for the U.S. National Action Pla n that

had to be submitted to the Conference of the Parties to the FCCC. The Convention was to enter into force

when fift nations ratify it, but at the time the A ton Plan was released that had not yet OCCUrred.172

However, the President and Vice President's Actio iPlan was criticized for failing to stabilize greenhouse

gas emissions to 1990 levels.'173 GHG emissions cc nfinrued to rise and by 1998 were eleven percent above

the 1990 baSeline.' 74 At the end of 1994 about the parties to the FccC had not submitted national

action plans.' 75

hI the United States, changes in the control of the Congress after the November 1994 elections that

created a Republican majority affected the summit of the treaty partners that was held in Berlin on March

28-April'7, 1995. Sen. Jesse Helmns(R-NC), c uof the Senate Foreign Relations Comm-ittee, in a

letter to thieSecretary of State, said that the U.S. iosition 'raises some serious questions.d716 Sen. Frank

165 EPA, ESITMATION OF GREENHOUSE (14S EIASSIO] S AND SINKS FOR THE UNITED STATES (1 990). The

contribution to global warning from U. S. emissions was sixty-nine percent from CO,, twenty-thre e percent from CFCs.

five percent from methane (CH,) and three percent from 0, primarily from fertilizer use See also David Hodas, The

Climate Change Convention and Evolving Legal Mode Is of Sustainable Development, 13 PACE EN1VTL. L. Rrv. 75

(1995).

16 U.S. DNVTL. PROTECTION AGENcy, INVENTORY OF U.S. GREENHOUSE GAs EMISSiONS AN) SINKS: 1990-1993, ES-

4 (Sept. 1994) [EPA 230-R-94-014].

167 Id. atBES-2. The impact of the photochemically important gases, CO, NO., nonmlethafle VOCs and SO2 , were

not included in the estimate because there was no apprve method to estimate their contnibution to global warming.

Id.
16 Climate Change Action Plan, supra note 28.

169 EPA Inventory 1990-1993, supra note 43.

170 Id. at ii.

17' Id. atl1.
172 Id. at 4.

173 For an interesting evaluation of the Ro Decla tinsee DavidWlirt, The Rio Declaration on Environment

and Development: Two Steps Forwvard and One Back, or Vice Versa?, 29 GA. L. REv. 599 (1995).

17 EPA Inventory, supra note 43, at ES-3.

17 Focus of Climate Change Talks Should be on Current Treaty Provisions, Group Says, Daily Envyt Rep.

(BNA), Feb. 2, 1995 at A-9.

176 U.S. Climate Action Network, Special Report,, tpnl 1994, at A-10.
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Muskowski (R-AK), chairman of the Senate Commit te on Energy and Natural Resources said in a letter

to the Secretary of Energy, he feared the U.S. position would 'result in specific targets and timetables for

greenhouse gas reductions that may be unachievable, dtmental to our national interest and/or premature

given our current scientific understanding of the role of antbropo genie greernhouse gas emissions in global

climate cbne' 77

In February 1995, the U.N.'s lntemai Negotiating Committee met in New York- The

Committee had conducted the taks that led to the FCCC. its last task was to complete preparations for

turning its work over to a new body, the Conference of the Parties to the Conventiont which was to meet

for the first time in Berlin in March 1995.

The Berlin meeting was the beginning of th negotiation process leading to adoption of the Kyoto

Protocol by the Parties to the FCCC. The introduct on to the Protocol published by the FCCC Secretariat

explains what led to this process (p. 11):

When governments adopted the Ui ted Nations FCCC in 1992, they

recognized that it could be a launiching pad for stronger action in the fuiture. By

establishing an ongoing process of review, Jscussion, and information exchange, the

Convention makes it possible to adopt ad tonal commitments in response to changes

in scientific undersanding and in politicalw .

The first review of the adequacy o developed country commitments was

conducted as required at the first session f the Conference of the Parties (COP-i1),

which took place in Berlin in 1995. The atc decided that the conmmtment by

developed countries to aim at returning thi ir emissions to 1990 levels by the year 2000

was inadequate for achieving the Conven on's long-term objective of pre-venting

'dangerous anthropogenic [man-made] in ererence with the climnate systenm'

Ministers and other senior officili responded by adopting the 'Berlin Mandate'

and launching a new round of tWks on s ngthening developed country commitments.

The Ad Hoc Group on the Berlin Mandae (AGBM) was set up to draft an agreement;

after eight sessions it forwarded a text to COP-3 for final negotiation

The Intergovernmental Panel on Clinav Change (UICC), an international group of scientists

brought together at the request of the United N tions, issued a report on November 30, 1995 .178 The

177 Id.

17 The report is entitled "TheflPCWorldngGrol pI 1995 SuimmaryforPoliCYrnakers'" See IPCC Working

Group Report Documents "Discernible HumanlInfluence'on Climate, Daily Env't Rep. (BNA), Dec.1,1995, at A-6

[hereinafter IPCC Working Group], Intergovernmeflt I Panel on Climate Change, Working GroupLI 1995

Summary for Policy Makers, Agreed to Nov. 29 in Ma rid (Text), Daily Env't Rep. (BNA), Dec. 1, 1995, at E-15

[hereinafter Intergovernmental Panefli.
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report stated that global warming was occurring dhuman factors are responSibl. 7

On May 16, 199%, the Energy Infornmation Administration of the U.S. Department of Energy

released a report projecting an increase in GH1-as for Organization for Economic Cooperation and

Development (OECD) countries of thirty- one per ent above 1990 levels over the next twenty years and a

worldwide increase of fifty-four percenit Thus, the FCCCs goal of reducing the emissions of greenhouse

gases to 1990 levels by 2000 was not going to oc IO

The United Nations issued another repor on July 8, 1996, as the signatories to the U.N. FCCC

began theft Second Conference of the Parties (COP-2) in Geneva,"' 1 saying that many developed countries

were not going to reduce 6116 emissions to 1990 levels by the year 2000.182 An important development

at the conference was the U.S. initiative indicating it was, for the first time, willing to have legally binding

targets to cap CO2 emissions in the United States.183 On July 18, 1996, the conference took note of the

Geneva Ministerial Declaration and agreed that itshould be annexed tothe report of the Conference. The

"ministerial declaration'" called for binding objecti es for greenhouse gases to be established within specific

time fiameS.'8 4 Specific figures, howeverwere toteproduced at thiepreliminry meeting held in Geneva in

December 1996. The delegates of134 countriesa eed to continue discussions at the Third conference of

the Parties (COP-3) meeting to beheld in Kyoto, Japan in December l997."' Onflytwo of theEuropean

Union states -- the United Kingdom and Gema -- were expected to meet the existing greenhouse gas

reduction commuitment under the 1992 U.N. Climte Convention.186

On September 6, 1996, in Linz, Austria, he European Environment Agency (EEA) reported that

the European Union (EU) must accelerate its gre nhouse gas reductions ifit was to meet ECCC goals.

The EEA reported that reductions ofthirty tofi-five percent by 2010froml1990 levels by industrialized

countries might be needed, but, greenhouse gsemissions in OECD countries, which are the most

industrialized nations, were increasing. EU count ies, however, were reluctant to take actions unilaterally,

and the less industrialized EU members -- G6 ce, Spain, Portugal, and Ireland wanted the other EU

'79 IPCC Working Group, supra note 57, at A -6.
IS 50 Percent Growth in World Energy Demand Will Fuel Ca rbon Emissi ons, Report Asserts, Daily En~t Rep.

(BNA), May 17, 1996, at A-I. Oil consumption was pro -ected to rise from sixty-nine million baflels per day (bpd) to

ninety-nine bpd by 2015. Natural gas was expected to Eo from three percent to twenty-five percent of the world's

energy consumption. However, renewable energy sou oes, including hydroelectricity, were expected to only increase

from eight percent to 9.2 percent of the world energy by 2015.

"' WORLD HEALTH ORGANIZATION, CLEIMATE CAGE AND HumAN HEALTH (1996).

"~As Treaty Meeting Opens, Gap Widens Betwe n Industry, Environmentalists, Daily Env't Rep. (ENA), July

9, 1996, at A -6.
183 U.S., EUPresent Initiatives Aimed at Cutting Greenhouse Emissions by 2005, Daily Env't Rep. (BNA), July

18, 1996, at AA-I.
I" Framework Convention On Climate Change, I eport of The Conference Of The Parties On Its Second

Session, Held At Geneva From 8 to 19 July, 1996, Add udum, Part Two: Action Taken By The Conference Of The

Parties At Its Second Session 70 (Oct. 29, 1996) [FCCC P/1996/15Add.11.

'85 Progress Cited, Next Steps Planned in Negot ~ations on U.N. Climate Conference, Daily EnV't Rep, (BNA),

July 22, 1996, at A-4.
186 Conference Approves Declaration Establishing Legally Binding Objectives, Daily EnVt Rep. (BNA), July

19, 1996, at A-3.
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rs to reduce more greenhouse gases than. the poorer EU countries.sq

In July 1997, the Senate adopted the Byrd-Hagel resolntior 8 whi h said that- tions

( the United States should not be a signatory to any rooolt, rote3~o

agreement regarding the United Nations Framework Convention o Climate Change Ofles

199, a ngotatinsin Kyoto in December 1997, or thereafter, whith Would-les

(92,a) mndgtateonew commitments to limit or reduce greenhou -,gas emissions for the t

Annex I Parties, unless the protocol or other agreement also madates ne cetcIs tofa

scheduled commraitments to limit or reduce greenhouse gas em- ons for Developing atona

Countr Partis within the same compliance period; and 
alents

(2) any such protocol or other agreement which would qetuite the advice and ienits,

consent of the Senate to ratification should be accompanied by a (etailed explanation of

any legislation or regulatory actions that may be requited to p~tthe protocol orote

agreement and should also be accompanied by an analysis of the detailed financial costs 8 h

and other impacts on the economy of the United States which w uld be incurred by the iwt

implementation of the protocol or other agreement. 
tocolh

a treaty cannot legally bind the united States until it is raildyte sdn ftratotid oetand

ce and consent to ratification by the U.S. Senate,189 the resolution inhtated significant displeasur in th

mewith the Administration's position. hinthe fall of 1997 a steadyprocession of studies concerning

warming were released. t "9
he

d re-

C. Kyoto 
sge

The Third Conference of the Parties (COP-3) was held in Kyoto, apanin m ebe dopede 201

EU Must Accelerate Policy To Meet Treaty's Goals. Report Says, Daily nvt Rep. (BNA) Sept. 13, 1996, at

143 Cong. Rec. S81138-39 (daily ed. July 25, 1997).

U.S. Constitution, Art. IL, § 2.

Environmental Groups, Industr Fire Volley of Pre-Kyoto climate Stu ies, 8 inside EPA's Clean Air Report

Toy. 27, 1997). The federal EnergylInformation Administration (EtA) rele edits Annual Energy Outlook 1998

icreased its prior year's estimates of carbon emissions with carbon emissions in the U.S. projected to

tsignificantly in the next two decades based on current policies. CharleE River Associates released a report,

-ic Implications of the Adoption of Limits on Carbon Emissions from ldustrialized Countries, (1997),

i for the automobile industry, that predicted that a policy of limiting U.S. carbon emissions to 1990 levels

ause the gross domestic product to be one percent below baseline output in the year 2010 and 2.7% below

line by 2030 with a loss of two-thirds of the employment in the coal indU try. The Competitive Enterprise Ste,

~published The Costs ofKyoto: Climate Change Policy and Itslhnplications, which claimned the risks of L.FEV.

marming were not as significant as the risks of the proposals for dealing with it. The World Resources

produced Climate Protection Policies: Can We Afford to Delay?, w hich said gradual efforts to deal with

,arming would be more expensive than an aggressive reduction strateg Friends of the Earth released Cool

-i took the position that the elimination of eleven subsidies for industry ould reduce U.S. carbon emissions N)

intly. World Watch issued its study, Rising Sun, Gathering Winds: Plcies to Stabilize the Climate and

ten Economies, which focused on successful policies used by individu I nations to control emissions. id.
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after eleven days and nights, they hamnmered out and adopted a new agreement under Article 17 of the

FCCC called the "Kyoto Protocol." The partiesunder the FCCC are divided into AnnexlIand noni-Anng

I countries. Annex I includes the OECD nations aiof 1992 (which are the developed nations), the nations

of Eastern and Central Europe, and the Europea states of the fonmer Soviet Union)91' The non-Annex I

nations are the developing nations. 192 The Kyoto Protocol imposes target and timetable requirements on

thirty-eight nations and the European Union, whica are the same as those listed in Annex I of the FCCC. 19 3

The Annex I nations agreed to reduce their andipgenic carbon dioxide equivalent emissions by at least

five percent below 1990 levels in the comnmitment period 2008-20l2.'194 The United States agreed to a

seven percent reduction, which by 2010 is expect to be a thirty percent reduction below 1990 because of

GHUGs increases caused by population increase ad economic growth. The European Union agreed to a

eight percent reduction, and Japan agreed to asix percent reduction in carbon dioxide equivalent

emiissions.195 However, implementation of sevel Articles of the Protocol concerning the commitments,

economic flexibility measures, and compliance was deferred for future sessions of the COP and its

subsidiary bodies.

At the Forth Conference of the Parties (COIP-4), held in Buenos Aires in November 1998, the

United States signed the Kyoto Protocol,196 and I e Parties began the negotiations for implementation with

the Buenos Aires Plan of Action that covered a 'package" of matters under the FCCC and the Protocol.

However, because the Protocol was strongly op sdby many Senators, as indicated by S. Res. 98, and

because it was found tolbe unfinished, the Cliton administration did not submit the Protocol tothe

Senate. 197

The FCCC, it should be noted, does not classify greenhouse gases as "pollutants" but defines thern

as "those gaseous constituents of the atmosphe e, both natural and anthropogenic, that absorb and re-

emit infi' red radition-"1 98 As of March 1 999, gtythree countries plus the European Union had signed

the Kyoto Protocol, and since March 1999 elevt n countries acceded to the Protocol.1 99 As of April, 2001,

32 developing countries, not including China, Ini fa, or Brazil, have ratified the Protocol, and no developed

countries have done so.200

191 31 1L.M. 849, 872.
192 Id.

19 37 I.L.M. 22, 54-56.
194 Kyoto Protocol, Article 3.1, 37 I.LM. 849.

"95 Id., Annex B, 37 I.L.M. 42-

196 United Nations, Conference Of The Parties Io The Framework Convention On Climate Change, Kyoto

Protocol To The United Nations Framework Convent onOn Climate Change, U.N. Doc. FCCC/CP/1992/L.7/Add.1

(1997), reprinted in 37 L.L.M.22.

'97 See e.g., Byrd Resolution, S. Res. 98, 105th Cong. 1st. Sess. (1997) (enacted). See also Mitchell F. Crusto,

All1 That Glitters Is Not Gold: A Congressionally-Driven Global Environmental Policy, X1 GEORGETOWN IN'. L. REV.

499(1999).
19 FCCC, Art. 1.5.

199 <http://ww.cliinateCCalenghousC.COm>

200 Climate Change: 83 Countries Sign Protoc 1 by March 15 Deadline, U.N. Says, Daily Env't Rep. (BNA),

Mar. 17,1999, atA-1; FCCC/cp/2000/5/add. I, for Apr 12001, p. 9 .
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On October 20, 1999, President Clinton sgne the "Departments of Veterans Affairs and Housing

and Urban Development and Independent Ag ncies Appropriations Act, 2000. The law contains

"Knollenberg" fnmdig restrictions that bars the E A from proposing or issuing rules, regulations, decrees,

or orders to implement the Kyoto protocol. 201 oJune 8, 1999, President Cliniton issued executive order

13123 that callsonthe federal government toreu greenhouse gas emissions by thirty percent froml1990

levels by 201 0.202 The effort to Control GHGs itthe international level and the opposition of the U.S.

Senate to unilateral control efforts make it difficub, if not impossible, forthe EPA to attempt to control such

gases without a serious conflict with the Congress

The Fifth Conference of the Parties (, OP-5) to the FCCC took place on October 25 to

November 5, 1999, in Bonn, Germany. The COP-5 meeting resolved some twenty technical issues

concerning implementation, but it did not adesthe major unresolved political questions which were left

for debate at the sixth COP Conference of th Parties (COP-6) which met in November 2000 in The

Hague.203 At COP-6 the industrialized countris were expected to decide whether to ratify the Kyoto

Protocol and to determine how it would be iplemented .204 On November 25, 2000, however, the

negotiations broke down and the session was upeded. 05 The Parties have scheduled a resumed COP-6

for July 2001 in. Bonn, Germany. However, sin e November President Bush has indicated that he will not

submit the Protocol to the Senate, citing econm measons, lack of developing country commitments, and S.

Res. 98.

201 FY 1999 Appropriations for EPA Enviromi ental Programs and Management, Pub.L. No. 105-276, Title 111.

202 64 Fed. Reg. 30,851 (1 999).

203 Vema Schnmitt-Roschmaff, Climate Chang :Bonn Meeting Leaves Major Decisions on Kyoto Protocolfor

2000 Discussions,Daily Env't Rep. (BNA), Nov. 9,1999, at A-I.

20 Pamnela Najor, Climate Change. U S. Shows Little Effort to Reduce Greenhouse Gases, Environmental Group

Say, Daily Env't Rep. (BNA), Oct, 25, 1999, at AA-l.

205 See U.S. Participating in Effort to ReviveC limate Change Talks, Xi inside EPA's Clean Air Rep. 25:6 (Dec. 7,

2000).
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